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Sneak a Peak

The Right Stuff

Making It Stick Like Glue

The Nashville Metros of Major
League Soccer are getting the right
stuff in drafting senior soccer player
Brandon Wright. Page 16

Outriggers help campus and commumtyorganizations achieve group
cohesion.
Page 11

UPB brings four free sneak previews to Grafton-Stovall this month
Page 12

Round and Round
JMU student Mark Wilson wins
$9,350 on "Wheel of Fortune."
Page 3

Breeze funding it* question over Turf
propriate and the board SIHRIM
consider removing university
funding for TV Brteu It ■
unspecified wh.it
effect this would
nave
on
The
Bleat's part-time
.uh lean anduae ol
facilities provided

B\ Ril H\K1> S\kSHAUG

news editor

A report will be prepared
Investigating the funding MK\
operationol TheBrem due to .1
suggestion made at the rkvmi
of Visitors' meeting on March
23. Tin- repeal will he presented
at the [une B meeting ol the
Education ^nd Student I it*CommitUv.
Board member ( hariea * unningham earowascd his COO*
cam al ihe meeting, ovei The
Bra -<■ Inaerl lUrj and asked tha
administration to look Into the
issue ot tunding lor fiW He

The

Brown is the coordinator of the
agenda for the committee this
year
The plan calls for College of
Arts .md U*tters Dean Richard
9"/
the EduWhitman to compile a report for
cation
the committee focusing on the
and Stuareas Cunningham requested
dent Life
information on, Broun Md. He
( ommittee ■aid the n'port will also explain
are Vice how TV Bnvze's editorial board
Presiis selected and how its managedent for
ment Is organised.
AcadeBrown said that if the motion
m i c is passed b\ the lull committee
MLiirs Doug on June 8, then part of tin- report
Brown and Via1
will be shared with the lull
President for Sh> hoard at its meeting that dav.
\tt,iirs Mark Warner
For it to go any further, a board
t w 0
vice
presidents on

bv the unfveraily
The board agreed
to have the Education and Student Life Committee discuss the
funding and operation
of TV Brteu at its |une 8
meeting which will be held
prior to that dav's board meet-

said the publication was Inap-

member must then make a
motion on the issue at the meel
ing. A vote is then [Possible, but
does not ahvayshappen. Brown

sakL
Cunnigham's recommendation to look into The ft'.
funding came about as a a result
of his concern over Turf. Cunningham laid in an interview
Tuesday that Tfar/tea very poor
reflection (of JMU) on the community."
Cunningham said he was
made aw an
1 parent in the Harrisonbura community whose child had a
see BOARD, page 5

Play that
funky music
Medeski Martin & Wood wow fans
as they infuse jazzy jams with hip-hop,
funk in experimental style
B> TOM Sit IMII
senior writer

"Wedon't get toa chaiue to pla\
with Logfa anymore, so this is 1
\er\ special occasion, Martin said
from behind his drum set before
the night's dual sour.
taking the stage al 10:15 pan.,
MMW didn't hesuMs !»> thowemm
its edectic mix ol sounds, moods
and rhythms, which Strayed nXtOI
the band's characteristic jam jams.
An array of chimes.

DI

An unexpected road trip from
the New Vork (it\ suburbs ol
New ferae) to rfarrisonburg
seemed on!) to Ignite extra energy
Into the sound <>t the experimental
jazz group Medeski Martin &
Wood at tlu Convocation tenter
Friday night

members
ol the headline act,
John Medeski snd
Billy Martin, drove
more than five
hours w
to |.vn_
IML UJ
U
noun

|otn Chris Wood
alter missing thru
scheduled flight.
But withtheexception of a slight!)
delayed start tome
UnlversH
Program Board-sport
sored event me

cc

whistles,

bongos

and cymbals played
bj Martin eplta
mized the band >
experimental edge
,
J '
I
lite music "huh
MUSH (IIUl tt tdKCS XOU rareh
stopped
1
songs,
slutted
between

... it's thinking music,
and then it's feeling
back and forth.

up,v

Ml (.11 \S Ml R| m
Billy Martin, top. provides assorted percussion at Friday night's concert while keyboardist John Medeski. bottom, adds to
the mix in MMW's new experimental sound.

r,n,hms lh

— Rillv Chase
'"
'"
* worked the crowd
Rnanote resident
into a d.m>v frenzy
to slow, hypnotic
sounds

tno showed no ill
signs born the extra traveling
Featuring an Interpretive *>t\ le ol
|aza fused with a mivot hip-hop and
funk. MMW thrilled the crowd of
1,201) carefree fans with ^n hour and
4^ minute set of uv-lni menial (anis.
The 10-vear old trio was joined
bv DJ Logic who opened the <onoerl with his four-membei band
Proied Logic with an hour-long
blend of turntable mixes, funk and
reggae. Logh added s hip hop Bail
to MMV\ s traditional arrangemenl
ol keyboards, base guitar, drums
and sssortad pen usston

55

"I thought it
was cool 'causa Ifs
thinking music, and then it's feeling music and it lakes you back
and forth," non-student Bilh
i base of Roanoke said Ifslikea
trip in your head and men a trip
m your body. You want to dance
and sit back and listen at the same
time "

Hillel remembers
Holocaust voices
Survivors share memories, stories

1 ike the music Ihegroup'a use of

BY UAH LAVM I E
contributing writer

instruments regularlv alternated

Wedded in the center, ol Ihe stage
between Martin and MedeakJ,
Wood frequently maneuvered

"Never forget — 6,000,000"
was the slogan printed on bright
vellow stukers handed out by
JMU Hillel on Holocaust

m MMW, pup 15
KOMI Kl V \TT 1 «.*.n/iti'i

Remernbrance Day rhuredaj
The group sponsored two

—<—

m' ^1

rT

Students, faculty
and community mem- 1
bert take part In the
third annual AIDS
. i .
$
Walk Saturday sponsored by Alpha
***"
Sigma Tau sorority.
Participants started
W^^ Pw
r
«eSSPB8j"
at Godwin Field and
. '**1 ■rwalked horn Main
►>/
U
Street through down- ■
A
town Harrlsonburg
j -*.?&
and back to campus, f«J
1
jrt
AST raised about
S.I .000. which will
^BJ
be split between Stu- 1

Y
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Holocaust
survivor Inga

We can never forget
it, or let it happen
again.

speaker. Usually,
one group asks
someone rrom tlw
I loliHiust Museum to come t»>

1MU to talk with
student*
Asher in Har—
Nikki
Jourden
1 hope they (sturison Mall.
sophomore. Hillel vice pffSKkM dents attending tile
E x h i b 11 s
event) realize hon
Hillel set up in
important it is to
PC Ballroom
remember
the
ranged from
I lolocaUSt," (ourchildren's
den said WE can
P»x'trv written
never fbrgel it, or let it happen
En \ ktims *»r outside w ritere,
posters photos, historical inhu■gain
\s students filled th«' small
mation and maps [here ware
lectUN room in Harrison Hall,
also three document.in videos
M \r,ir-old Ashir s,it in Iront,
playing accounts ol survivori,
Smiling I will go and talk to
and O\K- playing the movie
"Schindler'sl ist "
everyone who at epbtg to listen
\\t' \e bean doing thiseva) tome," Ashei SSicX
Asher said she was lx»rn in
year Cor al least six years," IMU_
Hillel President senior lason Berlin in 1°20 to a fourth-geiM ration lewish tamih Growing
I imes read.
■ I hi- big reason is to edutee HOLOCAUST page 5
cate the community and stu

^5

JaCfc- I

dents for Camp
Heartland and the
Valley AIDS Network.

e\ tuts in memor\ ol the \ u tims
of the Holocaust — a
memorial
exhibit in l*C
Ballroom and
a speech by

dents on campus," Mines said,
"and to keep the memory of
si\ million people alive and
prevent another tragedy like
this from happening
Every year the 1 iillel invites s
Holocaust survivor to speak on
Holocaust Remembrance Day.
ibis year, Hillel Vice President
sophomore
NlkkJ
lourden
asked her grand_ mother to he the

^^aat^a "W jfl
riaaV'

»w

1 ( ;•

s u \H til Ki/ctmtrti i
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR
MONDAY, April 2
• The Aural Art ol Piano," featuring guest lecturer Dr Charles
Fisher, 1:15 p.m.. AnthonySeeger auditorium, e-mail Kelly at
mxar2ke
• Adult Degree Program information meeting, 5:30 p.m.. call
x6824 or e-mail adult-degree-programejmu edu
• Science Fiction/Fantasy Guild meeting. 7 p.m., Taylor 311
• College Republicans weekly meeting, 8 p m., Harnson 12A
• Overtones Service Auction, buy a service from your
favonte O-tone. 9pm. Festival/College Center, contact
Bethany at 437-5231

TUESDAY, APRIL 3
• "Electrifying the United States: Technology and the
American Identity.' featuring speaker Dr. David E. Nye. 4
p.m.. Grafton-Stovall Theatre, sponsored by the

NEWS

Program in American Studies
• Circle K National Service Organization meeting, 6 p.m..
Roop129
• The Nancy Powell Hardaway Speaker Series presents
"Hungry Eyes" featunng Kristi Ladd, M.S., R.D.. 7 p.m.. 1302
Health and Human Services Building, sponsored by the
Department of Health and JMU Dietetic Association

Disability Awareness Week

3

Wheel of Fortune

3

Recycling Awareness Week

3

OPINION

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4
• Brown Bag Lecture Series, "The Romantic Era in Music:
1820-2001'" by Dr. John Hilliard. School of Music. 12 20 to
1:10 p.m.. Hilicrest House
• "Whither Tibet: Tibetan-Chinese (PRCI Relations" featunng
speaker Tenzm N. Tethong. 4 p.m.. Grafton-Stovall Theatre,
sponsored by the Visiting Scholars Program

House Editorial:
Students fall victim to voting apathy 6
Spotlight: What will you be doing
this very second a year from now?

6

Don't look for "Breeze The
Musical"
Darts and Pats

POLICE LOG

Letter to the Editor

WEATHER
tii CASI I BONDS
police reporter
A JMU student reported damage to a vehicle
parked in OO-lot on March 26 at 1:30 p.m
The damage to the 1999 Ford Contour reportedly consisted of a large scratch mark that affected every part of the car except the left/f ronl panel,
roof and trunk
The situation is reportedly under investigation.

prp

CLASSIFIEDS
How to place a classified Come to
The Breeze office weekdays
between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m
Cost $2 50 for the first 10 words.
S2 for each additonal 10 words,
boxed classified, $10 per column
inch.
Deadlines: noon Fnday for
Monday issue, noon Tuesday /or
Thursday issue.
Classifieds must be paid in
advance in The Breeze office.

In other matters, campus police report
the following;
Property Damage
• A JMU student reported damage to a vehicle
while parked in El-lot on March 28 between
12:30 and 2:40 p.m.
The damage reportedly consisted of scratch
marks to the paint.
The situation is reportedly under investigation.

The Breeze — more than just
a crossword

Today

FOCUS

Partly cloudy
High 54 Low 36

Tuesday

Showers

Outrigger peer educators

STYLE
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Low
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Newspaper sculpture
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Partly Cloudy
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April movie preview

13

Friday

Partly Cloudy
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48

Style weekly

13

Sneak previews
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MARKET WATCH

SPORTS

Fnday. Mart* 23. 2001

DOW JONES
Number of drunk in public charges since
Aug. 28: 68

15.59

close 3,059 97

close 877 04

NASDAQ

19.69
close: 1.840 26

INFORMATION

AMEX

33.28

♦

S4P500

12.38
close: 1.16033

ADVERTISING STAFF

The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings and distnbuted
throughoul James Madison University and the local Harrtsonburg community
Comments and complaints should be addressed to Gina Montefusco. editor
Mailing addres*:
Section phone numbers
The Breeze
Opmfon/Slyle "3846
GtAnihony-SeeoerHall
News. *6699
MSC 6805
James Madison University
Focus «6729
Hamsonburg. Virginia ?2807
Sports x6709
Phont: (540) 568-6127
Fax: (540) 568-6736
Photo/Grsphtcs x6749
E-Mail addrnt: th*__ br*eze@jmu edu
Breeze Net: http //www thebreeze org
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Susan Shifnett. x8089
Ang* McWhortef
Donna Dunn
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Executives:
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Melissa Forrest
Melissa Reynolds
TimRitz
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Anne Whittey

Advertising
Designers:
Kelly Estes
Abby Greenawalt
Karen Kuebter
Ursula Moore
Amelia Tabar

Mike Super's magic
Sports beat

14
16

Sports weekly

16

Brandon Wright

16

Lacrosse vs American

16

CORRECTIONS
Christopher Alen-OOoccK has never served as the head of the United Nations s World Food Program as reported «i the
March 26 issue of The Bneie He s a member of Voices m the Wilderness and the SI. Marlm De Porras Catholic
Worker community. AHen-Doucot has traveled to Iraq numerous times to meet and interview people involved vrfh the
U N. and U S involvement m Iraq Amencarvled Allied lorces dropped 88.500 tons of bombs in 1991 alone and have aho
bombed Iraq on average three times a week. AHen-Doucot said Allen-Ooucot was misquoted on page 4 He said. "Why
should a cMd bom years after Kuwait was Invaded suffer because of the actions of his government?' He was also misquoted on the same page. He said. -According to UNICEF. upwards of 5.000 cMdran under the age of five die every
month in Iraq due to the Sanctons.'

©lde Mill Village
$300 REBATE OR FREE
ETHERNET, PHONE AND CABLE!!
ITS YOUR CHOICE!!
Olde Mill Village is offering a $300 rebate or FREE ethernet, phone
and cable for all new tenants signing a full lease for the 2001-02 year.
Some full units are still available!
S
s

"

S"*
*r

S^
**■

S"*
*

'Restrictions apply. Limited time offer.

O
H-

O
<A-

O
vi.

O
q.

Our apartments have amenities galore:
•Level grounds with no hills to climb or interstate to cross.
•Only four blocks to campus.
• Air conditioned and heated with energy efficient heat pumps.
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
• Basketball court.
• Paved parking spaces.
• Pre-wired for ethernet access to campus.
• Telephone and cable outlets in each room.
11A South Avenue. —^J^
■^/4l)VAMA(.|- BKAi:TY
,'tl ANAI.l MI.NTGRO'
Harrisonburg
GROUP

• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments.
• Well lit parking areas and walkways.
• Convenient bus service to campus and Valley Mall.
• No sliding patio doors.
• Large laundry room/storage area in each unit.
• An easy 10 minute walk to campus.
• A small community where the manager knows most tenants
by name, and personally checks all maintenance requests.

£*

(540)432-9502
www.oldemillvillage.com
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"We want to promote
awareness that people
with disabilities can do
amazing things."

■ Student spins the "Wheel"
A JMU student wins money when
he appears on "Wheel of Fortune"

JESSICA NEFF

Junior

Local disabled artist
inspires students
Bv KATI- SNYDRR
contributing writer

k.Mlll I I S Kl I I \ll\Slcmmbiumgphalogrnpkrt
Local disabled artist Bruce Delllngerand his dog share Delllnger's artwork with JMU students.

A local disabled artist spoke aboul hi- t.ilcnts as part ol Disability AwanDWM Wei I il
JMU last Wednesday.
The Council (or Exceptional Children
(CEC) hosted artist Bruce Dellinger in Taylor
Hall to explain how his disability led him to
become an artist
"It gives me a great pleasure today."
Dellinger said'. "Whenever I'm (celing down
or upset, I just pick up a pencil. It gives me
great joy and solitude."
Dellinger said he was paralyzed in |ulv 1981
when he fell from the loft of ■ barn and landed or
a concrete floor. He injured bones in his spinal
cord paralyzing him from the chest down.
Dellinger said he was about to start high
school and play football at the time ol the MIdant
After spending two months in .1 hospital IH\I
following the accident, Dellinger was able to sit
up in a wheel chair.
He said he became depressed, emnli.in.il and
suicidal. He desired independence and was determined to try to gain back pail ni tin- llfest] la lie
had before his accident.
He said his family got him through the
tough times.
Dellinger said his aunl suggested he take up
art because he was often bored and could not participate in physical activities In ninth grade, he
began to paint.
Dellinger, now 33, said he had to Icam to use
his mouth to move the tools because he was
unable to grip anything with his hands.

1 le said he soon moved on to charcoal and
colored pencils, until he discovered his true
love, drawing.
1 le said he has been creating pencil sketches lor nine years.
1 le said .ill of his drawings hive tome sort
ol significance, Dellinger creates mostly
interpretations ui thai which reminds him of
hi- youth,
1 le .il-" loves to draw wildlife and the counts side. IMhngei said
The CEC raffled off one of Dellinger's drawings Saturday night, raising ova S100, according to senior M.usi.. iroit.i, president of CEC.
The money collected will help their foundation so the) can continue to serve the disabled
commumlv, junior [esaica Neff, vice president
Mi. Mid
"We want to promote awareness that people with disabilities can do amazing things,"
Neff said.
Dellinger's paintings are currently for
sale at the Blue Ridge Nature Shop in the
Valley Mall.
Dellinger told students to have fun with life
and never lake a day lor granted because they
may never know when something is going to
change their lives fotevef
"Sei/e every moment of every day,"
Dellinger said.
In response to Dellinger's speech, junior
Amanda Lee said, "He was very aware of his
goals and has the spirit to attain them more
so than most people.
"He inspired me to take on more opportunities and challenges in my own life."

Student finds fortune on the 'Wheel'
BY LYNFTTF. DIAZ

staff writer
A JMU student won $9,350
Tuesday when he nppf red on the
nationally televised game ihow
"Wheel ol Fortune
Last fall, senior Mark Wilson's
mother sent a postcard to the show,
asking them to t i milder her son for a
spot as a contestant. By October,
Mark was on his way to Washington.
D.C. to compete for a clnnue to plav
in the college edition of the game.
The audition consisted of aptitude
and personality tests, but after being
tested, representatives ol the show
told Wilson that he wasn't needed,
and they would possibly call him to
be a contestant within the next two
yeafl Oil Feb. 2. Wilson's mother
received a call from the show asking
him to appear as ■ contestant on the
Feb. 16 taping.
"After the auditions in D.C., 1 real
ly didn't think I was going to be
called back," Wilson said. "It teemed
to me like they were just being nice
and kind of wait-listing me like a college does. I was surprised when they
iailed asking me to be a contestant."
Soon after the call, Mark and his
parents made plans to My to Lot
Angeles and Stay at a hotel about 15
minutes from the studio at their own
COBt According to Wilson, he and his
family staved from Ihursday until
Sunday, enjoying the dty ,md socializing with other guests and contest
.mts from the show
The taping of the show was Friday
afternoon Before the taping, contestants had to practice how to spin the

wheel and present themselves on third of the prize goes to taxes,
camera.
Wilson is going to spend the rest <>t
"During the practice and five the money on a summer trip to
hours of taping, all the contestants Europe.
started getting into cliques and decid"1 don't feel like 1 earned it, so 1
ing win i they wanted to win, .ind who don't ftfl bad about sponHinR it nil."
they didn't," Wilson said. "There he said.
were some really mean people. I
After the show was over, Wilson
mem. i am a competitive person, but had a chance to spend a few
I was |ust there to have fun and get an innments with the stars of the show,
experienie "
Pat Sajak and Vanna White.
"I think I made them (Sajak and
The episode was part of the
Show's Spring Break Week," and all White) feel awkward," he said.
Contestants were
"They told me the)
— only had three mincollege-aged
Wilson said. He
utes
In-between
sijd he completed
... I am a competitive shows to change. I
asked them if that
two puzzles corperson, but I was just meant they were
rectly. Tile tirst one.
both
running
m the "Clue" catenaked
gory, was "The ini- there to have fun and get around
tials \Q stand for
together backstage.
an
experience.
Vanna
seemed
this." He won the
SSCOnd puzzle in
-Mark Wilson uncomfortable, and
the "Proper Name'
senior Pat just gave me
category
with
the thanks-for-coming-kid push on the
"Derek |« ltd
back/'
Wilson made it
all the way to the
When the show
bonus round puzzle, the final round aired on national syndication
Of puzzle de<"iphering, but lost the nJCirJar Wilson's friends and family
grand prize
gathered to cheer him on.
"In the final round it was hard to
"My parents are really proud of
figure out the word because none of me," Wilson said. "The night the
the letters that I picked came out;" show aired they had a party at their
Wilson BSld. "I ended up just --pout
house to nx>t for me. After the show
mg out 'Bobbles' and the word was over, I got calls from people I
ended up being 'Bubbles.' I would haven't seen in years. And now peohave won n yellow Jeep Wrangler. I
ple stop me on campus and ask me it
I'm the 'Wheel of Fortune' kid. It's
was SO mad "
However. Wilson did walkaway kind of fun to be famous, but I know
with $«,T*> in cash Although one- it'll be over in a short time."

u

5?—

nmociMrmyofMARK w\\ SON
Senior Mark Wilson and a fellow contestant stand outside the "Wheel of
Fortune" studio.

Students talk trash, get R.A.W.
BY RYI.A NAWEED

contributing writer
JMU's Recycling Awareness Week, sponsored by Health Program Planning (Health
458), included programs and opportunities for JMU students to learn more
about recycling.
"The goal of the program is to teach us
how to plan and implement an event for the
entire campus, and to ^et the i.?-ssage out
about how many options we have M recycle,"
senior Erin Cizek.
a student in
Health 4SX, said.
The week consisted of several events put
on by committees that concentrated on different areas. The committees were marketing,
activities, evaluation and fund raising ( i/ek
said she was part of the marketing team. "We
developed T-shirt logos and worked on get-

ting the word out to everyone through differ' On Wednesday, the class held a Passport
F.vent Junior Gina Moore from EARTTI spoke
ent marketing tools," she said.
Cizek said several
about the petition for
programs were held
— getting recycled paper
during the week. On
at JMU. After she
Monday there were We developed T-shirt logos and sp«*e. »* movie TAI
booths set up in the
Brockovich"
was
and worked on getting the
Health and Human
shown. The film was
Servii I'S building, Zane
because
word out to everyone through selected
Showkex I lall, and
Brockovich
was
a
Warren 1 lall. Bad)
lawyer
who
fought
for
different marketing tools.
booth featured games,
environmental action,
prizes and a sign up to
- Erin Cizek Cizek said.
stop receiving junk
As of 1997 there were
.senior
mail, mere was also a
over 2,800 tons of trash
_J5_
sign up for those who
at JMU, according to
live off campus to
the JMU Recycling Web
receive a recycling bin and a petition for JMU site. Only 20 percent was recycled, and 80 perto start using 100 percent recycled paper.
cent was burned or put into a landfill.

u

more at

w
http:/Awvw.jmu*du/rrcyclin$
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Students to cash in on filth

College News

BY STKPHEN SHARKEY

TMS Campus

Crowe flips Princeton students the bird
Since taking home the Best Actor Academy Award on Sunday lor his work In "Gladiator." Russell
Crowe has had a stnng ol bad publicity hounding him.
First, reports surfaced of Crowe's surly demeanor while talking to reporters backstage at the Oscars
At one point, he chastised a lemale journalist who asked how he got into the skin ol his character
Maximus.
"I'm an actor, I read the script. I learn the lines and I put the costume on." Crowe said.
"But you did so much more than that!" the journalist insisted.
"Let's move on. Next questionr Crowe snapped
Later. TVs Joan Rivers mentioned that she noticed Crowe had a rather bad case of bo. (that's ■body
odor," not "Box Office') during her red carpet Interviews belore the Academy Awards. Said Rivers,
"Crowe came up lo me. and he does not wear deodorant They call it animal magnetism in Australia"
Now. reports say Crowe made an obscene gesture to a sludent at Princeton University while filming his latest picture "A Beautiful Mind *
MoreoHh Moroney, a 21-year-old Princeton student, told The Daily Pnncelonian she had leaned out
her dormitory window to get a picture of Crowe as he prepared to film a scene on Tuesday. As she
snapped the picture, the paper reported, Crowe spun around to lace her, shoved hrs hand in the air
and extended his middle linger.
Even though the photo is now available online (at httoJtowM.teilypnncalonian.com), while talking to
a television crew, Crowe wouldn't confirm that he'd made the gesture toward the student Said Crowe
sarcastically, 'Well, you know whatever is printed in the newspaper is absolutely true."
Crowe's farts, however, are quick to |ump to his defense One angry fan had this to say: "You know,
maybe one reason Russell Crowe Is so short with journalists is the sloppy reporting and inane questions they ask. I know I'm pretty sx* ol the redundancies and innuendo* ... The garbage that the media
reports on this man is shameful"
-from the wire

(♦ APARTMENTS ♦)

• One full bathroom
• Air conditioning
• On-site laundry facilities
• Jree parking

... the remains of which
rot in the collection q)
paper bags that litter

my floor.
— Matt Robinson
Imlunu L'nivcr-ih senior

99
The Associated Press reported Robinson as saying. 'I don't
even care about the money, ifS
more about the fame I expect to
get nut of being a slob."
Apartments.com would no)
release the names ol Ihfl I *her col-

WHAT

"Loch apartment includes:

' One large bedroom

\i

lege slobs But their apartment
da nptii ■* speak for themselves.
now th.>t OUT landfills are filling up fast, so we
have <U<nc our part to keep
our
trash
inside,"
two
University of Wisconsin at
Steven's Point sophomores
said, who are striving to promote "biodiversity" in their
toilet. I he\ claim their DOrce*
lain god hai more microorganisms growing In it than

must blolog) labor.itories.
Pictures
on
the
Apartments com Web site show
filth-ridden clutters of boxes,
domes, books and garbage. All
oi the RnaBsbi seem to have lost
site of their Moors, and each conli-si.int has grown used to the
Ides of sleeping on a mattress
without sheets and covers.
Robinson doesn't mind living in sudl mess, though. "I'm
just too lazy to care." he said.
The finalist apartments can
be \ lewed online at wumwfiartmenfs.com/siessyconfesl.fffm.
Contest
winners will
be
announced on Monday, April 9.

Thousands ol hours reading, hundreds ol gallons ol coffee, coundess
papers, way too many exams, and your diploma is finally in sight. Can we
ask one little question...

w pjrattd/C/M-e

• Large living room and separate kitchen

There's $10,000 on the line
for one of three lucky finalists
who can boast living in the
messiest college apartment in
theU.S.
Friday was the last day
votes
were
tallied
for
Apartments.com's "Messirst
College Apartment" contest,
and the competition is getting
sticky. Each of the three final
contestants is eagerly coveting
the grand prize trf $10,000. as
well as a free house cleaning.
"I like to call my apartment Matt's Dark Pit of
Filth." Indiana Universm
senior Matt Robinson said,
whose messy living space has
now denied him the option of
having guests over.
"I eat a lot of take-out, the
remains of which rot in the collection of paper bags that litter
my floor." Robinson said in his
Apartments.com defense case
for the messiest apartment.
Right now it is clean-up or

clear-out time for Robinson,
who after seven messy montha
in his apartment is facing SI ll
tion by his landlord, making
the $10,0(10 grand prize oi par
ticular importance to his
future living situation.

'Why live with a
crowd? Have your own
little castle at The
Qrand "Dulcel

-^

now?

Interested in public policy, government, international commerce,
regional development, or transportation policyP Consider studying in

one of our master's programs with the nation's most respected
scholars at one of the leading public policy institutions in the nation.

Visit the School ol Pubic Policy web site for more information, to
download a agraduate application, or check out dates of upcoming
biformadon sessions.

CaCC 433-1744
www SlhcQrand'Du^e.com

Graduate Admissions. School of Public Policy
Pkoni: H03I 993-3183 • E-mail: spowgrmi edu • wen ring //poltcy gmu edu
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Holocaust survivor shares story in remembrance
her family. Alter the deport*
Hon of |ewi began, Aihei nid
she and her family were lucky
enough to flee Germany for
Shanghai, China, in June 1939
She lived there tor eight and a
half yean
She said 18,000 to 20,000

from HOLOCAUST, page \
up, Asher said she B8W how
World War I depressed tin I .< i
man people, but she never
expected wh.il the future held
for her She said she remem
bered a powerful man coming
and changing the people»it (ttf
many. This man was Adolf
Hitler, she said, and a new war
was on )N way.
"We were very quid; we
lived a quiet life," she said of

46
The Holocaust was
terrible, but something
good came out of it.

Jewish refugees were >We to Bve
in Shanghai tot thb amount <>i

— In::.i Asher
HuW.iu»t Mir\i\of

time. They formed their own
community in a little diatnV I ol
the • It)
People p/ert able to open

Board to issue report
on Breeze funding
year The Media Hoard also funds
The Bluatone, WXJM and Ganii/ IM.
Cunningham said his views on
media funding art' baaed on his
experience as a writer for the newspaper and yearbook at his high
school during the '70s lie said
those publications were not funded

from BOARD,ptgt I

copy. At the board meeting he Bald
his concern was not only that hirt
"has the university name laaoi lal
ed with it but also that it is distributed off campus ... il is distributed
at stores and restaurants around
town and I ijuestion its appropriby the ■ hool, bul existed thanks n>
alenaai and its positive repreaenta
advertising and sales He said that
tion of this university.*'
if the publication gives people « hat
In Tuesday's interview. Cunning
lit. i) can exist without
ham said he
funding. "It's s
questioned
matter of supwhelher JMU
ply
and
students
demand,"
he
should have to
said.
involuntarily
Cunningham
p,i\ lor publiIs .i IMU alumcations
like
nus ('81) who
—
Chuck
Cunningham
^^
M Sll)
Turf as part of
BOV member dcn,
Governth.'ir itudenl
fees. "I think it
ment Associais unfair that
tion president
someone
for the IWOobtaining
a
/ /
1961 school yeai
He is current I v
diploma and
getting an education at JMU should
the director of federal affairs for the
involuntarily fund that publication/'
National Rifle Association He served
he said.
B 1995-1999 term on the board ind Is
Cunningham said he questioned
currently serving a l^M^IKH term
whelher JMU should fund the Btu*
SCiA President Mark Sullivan
dent newspaper. "I think it is dansaid the issue was first brought up
gerous when the government funds
by Cunningham during the Educathe pi-ss." he said of media funding
tion ,i\\d Student I ife Committee
in general.
meeting prior to the board meetThe Breeze received about $36,000 ing.
He
said
Cunningham
in funding this school year from the
expressed his disappointment over
JMU Media Board. This accounts tor
Itirf and questioned whether stuabout 10 percent of The Breeze's
dents knew their fees are going
overall operating budget for the
toward the publication

t(

/ think it is dangerous when the
government funds the press.

$

3" a Foot

99

small businesses and survive
off of (hem. she said. Through
Switzerland, Americans were
able to donate funds that
eventually reached the Jewish
refugees in Shanghai. Asher
said it was this money that
kept them alive.
"We survived and finally it
seemed the war was over," she
said. Her family sailed to San
Francisco, where they were able
lo start a new life. Once in the
United States, Asher married

her boyfriend from Shanghai.
She said a Jewish agency in San
Francisco was able to get her a
job, and eventually she moved
lo Chicago and worked there.
Asher said that in her later
years, she has been living with
one of her daughters. Jourden's mother. She has watched
her grandchildren grow up
and has been telling her story
to them for years.
This is the third time Asher
has come to speak to a group of

students She has also spoken
to her grandson's classes.
"I think, in the future, it
will be all right," Asher said.
"Your generation is listening
to their parents. And they
don't care if anyone is a Jew
or not. The Holocaust was terrible, but something good
came out of il," she said.
"What can I do to show I am
so grateful? I must talk to people and make sure this never,
never happens again "

Supreme Court questions
freelance Internet articles
Freelancers battle media companies over online rights
B^i JAN CRAWFORD GRLLNBURG
The Washington Post
Taking up a financial battle
between freelance writers and the
nation's major media companies.
Supreme Court justices struggled
Wednesday with arguments over who
owns the rights to material that is published and then stored in electronic

databases.
In what is being called a historic
publishing case in the digital MR, a
lawyer for the freelancers maintained
that the media companies have
allowed electronic databases to repro-

duce lenaol IhousanoB n articles wittv
out paying the writers or getting permission lo put them online.
Federal copyright law "couldn't be
clearer" that the media companies
can't reproduce the freelancers artii le> i-lei Ironical!) without permission
ana payment, said l-aurence Cold,
representing the writers.
But taurence Tribe, the Harvard
Law School professor representing the
media companies, argued that the freelancers wen? paid when the articles
BppeSKd in print. Federal copyright
law did not require them to pay the
freelancers again when their articles
were filed on the databases. Tribe said.
Tribe dismissed the freelancers'
arguments as a "Luddite theory" that
could undermine historical research
on the Internet. If the media companJes lose, they will be forced to delete
the freelancers' articles stored on such

databases as Nexis because it will be
impossible to compensate or find all
the writers, Tribe said.
"We're going to have serious problems with kids doing homework and
professors doing research in the 21st
century," Tnbe said. "Before this court
takes a step like that, it should pause."
To make that point with the court,
the media companies enlisted the
support of several prominent historians. In a friend-of-the court brief, the
historians maintained that if the
media companies lost, and subsequently deleted the freelancers' articles from the databases, their historical research would be greatly compromised.
That argument resonated with Justice Stephen Breyer, who said he was
"disturbed" that a ruling for the freelancers would "wipe out the history of
the 20th century."
I he freelancers, however, maintain
that Ihe newspapers are employing
scare tactics to avoid paying the fees
they owe. And at least one justice
seemed dubious that the writers
would withhold permission to reproduce past articles.
"It's hard for me to see that effect in
the real world," said Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg. "After all, these authors have
an interest in exposure. They want people to know who they an?."
Practical concerns aside, the justices
subjected Tribe to particularly tough
and, at times, technical questions on
the law and technology. In particular.

they wanted to know how the articles
were transferred electronically to the
databases and how they could be
viewed once there.
Several justices initially appeared
sympathetic to the freelancers, but
Tribe argued vigorously that the electronic versions of Ihe periodicals were
simply a revised version of that which
had appeared in print As B result, the
media companies weren't required lo
again get permission lo reproduce the
articles, he argued.
The case came about in 1994, when a
group of freelancers sued two electronic
pubOBhtUt Universal Microfilms Inc.
and LEXIS/ NEXIS, and three print publishers, including Tribune Co-owned
Newsday. They alleged the publishers
violated federal copyright law by
putting material online that was originally sold for publication.
Because the freelancers held the
copyrights in their articles, the media
companies were required to get their
permission to reproduce them. The
freelancers argue that the publishers
infringed their copyrights when they
reproduced them electronically.
Bul the publishers said they paid to
reproduce them in print and thai they
had a right to also reproduce them
electronically.
A federal appeals court in \ew
York sided with the freelancers, ruling
that the reproductions in the databases constituted an infringement
because they weren't specifically
authorized.
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((1,11 4.14-H72I for reservations
3106 S. Main SI. Hurriionburq 4J4-8721

Corner ot University Blvd
and Reservoir St
(Walking Distance from SunChase.
Stone Gate and CISAT dorms)

Professional
HAIR -TANNING & MASSAGE

Month of Tanning $35
or
Buy 12 Tanning Visits for $27

•
S

Candies Spa

THE LOOK

Heated Spa Glo Massage $35
Paraffin hand/foot dips $20

and get 6 more FREE

Highlights $35

Mud Masque Facial $25

Haircut $8 w/coupon

Want to work for the coolest, most tubular
student newspaper on this or any other
planet?
You can!
Come work for us, The Breeze.
Stop by The Breeze office in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger or give us a call at x6127 to find out
how to get involved. All the cool kids are doing it
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TopiC: What will you be
QOITI^ at this very second
one year from now?
Hitting a school
bus full of small
children.

Matt Schnable
sophomore, biology
Waiting at the
gates for my baby
daddy to get out
of prison.

Angela Kehler
sophomore, health sciences
Sailing in the
South Pacific.

Terry Bercin
senior, history
Playing in the
woods, swinging
from tree-: and
building forts.

Chris Fields-Johnson
sophomore, kinesiology
Finishing
my
prerequisites for
the College of
Business.

Students fall victim to voting apathy
The )MU Student Government
Association, George Bush and
Al Gore. Whoever thought
these three entities would follow the
same path? The path of Election Day
chaos. We certainly didn't.
With less than 1 percent of the
vote dividing the fate of two candidates, according to the March 29
issue of The Breeze, junior Adam
(ones and senior David Mills become
the Bush and Gore of JMU's own
election saga. With a run-off election
slated for Wednesday, we can only
hope that the SGA figures the vote a
bit faster than the nation did.
And while the U.S. government
seems to be relatively normal now,
despite the two plus months of battle
between the GOP and desperately
hopeful donkeys, it certainly lost
time for more important issues while
playing games.
The SCA, immesoly active this
semester with everything from riot
investigations to working for sports
team salvations as well as countless
bills of opinion around every corner,
would be disserved to lose the last
precious month of the year in debate.
Of course, the SGA cannot be to
blame for the unfortunate
election results — the student
body is fully responsible. Only 15
percent of the student body voted in
the election, according to the same
issue of The Breeze creating the basis
for the problem.

Furthering the problem and similar to the national election
where Green Party candidate
Ralph Nader garnered a small percentage of the vote, junior Steven
Davis disrupted the final tally
receiving 6 percent of the vote due to

-tt
... the SGA cannot be to
blame for the
unfortunate election
results — the student
body is fully responsible.
5?—
write-ins. Though a small triumph
for Davis, the 6 percent aided in
throwing oft the vote, when the candidate, who, according to the March
29 issue of The Breeze, was not permitted to appear on the ballot due to
campaign violations and didn't have
I chance at taking the top.
So should the student body be
held accountable for their voting
actions? Absolutely. Through this
SGA election, the student body has
proven itself apathetic to the needs
of its community and should take an
active stance in maintaining its interests.
The SGA determines policies and

THE FULL MONTY
Chuck DuBois
sophomore. Business CIS
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Don't look for "Breeze: The Musical"

tdltOT

Opinion editor

makes decisions that affect the lives
of students. Why do students not
take the time to choose the people
that make decisions about the way
they live? It simply does not make
sense.
The SGA represents the student
body's interests to the higher level of
the administration. Apparently, the
student body has so much faith in
the administration, they forgot to
vote.
Not to mention that the SGA's
involvement with student life this
year makes it a prime visual in the
public eye. Positions that are being
voted on have become more and
more important.
Students may claim to have been
unaware of the voting events,
but should have taken the initiative to find out when and where they
were taking place. Plus, there is no
excuse for students who walked
through the commons and ignored
the ballots being pelted at them.
Maybe after all this commotion dealing with the election confusion, students will know about the re-elections and the turnout will be greater.
Regardless of why, the situation is
set and the outcome still unknown.
All we can do is sit back and wait, or
better yet, get up and go vote
Wednesdav.lt may just save JMU
from month of election hoopla like
that the nation had to endure.

Terrence Nowlln
Opinion Editor
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Poignancy
is lihard
come by I'll probably
think of the perfect lead
for this column hours after
the paper goes to print, much
like the perfect retort comes
alter the heat of an argument.
Is it possible to sum up
the three years I've spent at
The Breeze in 800 words or
less? Probably. Chalk that up
to one more lesson I'll have
to keep learning. I've given
plenty of thought, especially
during the late nights, to
April 1, 2001. the day I'm
finally done with The Breeze. I
feel like I've been planning
this farewell column since
the day I began this job. Now
the time has come and the
words won't.
In a way, I've reached the
end of a marathon. I'm so
glad, relieved even, that I'm
done. But the letdown is
coming hard. 1 always
thought the second semester
of my senior year would be
carefree and packed with
parties, reminiscing and free
time. And it has, at times But
more often I've been waiting
for the fireworks, waiting for
all the lessons I've had to
suddenly take effect Am I an
adult yet? Al times. Has it
been worth it? Always.
I've been awarded for my
efforts (I The Breeze, lambasted for my judgement, taken
for granted, given too much
credit and even called at
home on a weekend by
someone who wanted the
answers to the crossword
puzzle. (I don't have them.
Please don't ask again). Now

I • i> a.1 »i,
...I I. unlil
,. . .. I. . .
II Ithave
month
until graduation to focus on my classes,
myself and finding a job.
Now I'm not sure what's
worse: being chained to The
Breeze or having the freedom
to face reality.
Some old saying claims
that unless you have at least
five enemies, you're doing
something wrong. I appear
to be a raging
success. I'd
f£

II....... i «.. .J
I
I'.ll
Breeze
and am periodically
embarrassed to even admit
that I go to school here. Coincidence? Most seniors are at
least somewhat ready to
graduate, so maybe it's a natural progression. But working at a paper will make you
less naive, if nothing else.
JMU is full of cowards. Many
of them occupy "leadership"
positions.
JMU is also

. .

.

.

pose of higher education —
to learn. Slapping a burgeoning school with a motto like
"All Together One" is just
silly. Most students here
wouldn't know unity if it
jumped up and bit them in
the nose.
Am I overly bitter?
Almost definitely. It's
a hallmark of being a
college newspaper editor.
We're not here to sing and
like to send
"
full of people
dance (so forget "Breeze: The
spcci
wi,h in
Musical" coming to Wilson
T'l
f'
We're not here to sineo and Some of"*''»y
thanks
to
them Hall anytime soon). I don't
everyone OCOICe (SOforget DKCTC: have leader- know if I've done my job
who
ship positions
or not. I know I gave it
cized me md
The Musical' coining to too, but more well
my all and then some. I've
anyone else
content to loved working with everyWilson Hall anytime are
on the staff
have low pro- one on the staff. I'm as
for Turf. I'm
files
soon).
proud as a new mother of
not sorry. I'd
For every what we've put together
do it again.
decision over the last year. None of it
And yes, I am
that
is was perfect. But it was good.
proud of it And yes, I really made at the university, there
It'll likely take me years
was thanking everyone. Say will also be reasons. They are (perhaps with therapy) to
whatever you want - that's rarely legitimate excuses, if fully realize what these three
the beauty of free speech. I such a thing even exists. It years on staff have given to
do my thing and you do was just wrong to put fresh- me. My free time in April
yours. I was willing to keep men (like myself) in Blue will likely leave me a little
taking the angry phoiM Ulll Ridge 11.ill when the Festival shell-shocked, a little underand resentlul letters til the was just another word for a whelmed and a lot grateful.
cows came home. Boring is big event. The buses were What more can I say? Thank
not better Attention Isn't .in late, the building was crappy you and goodnight.
excuse, but I think 'fur/has a and the snow day food of
place on a college campus, PB&) and Pop tarts just Gina Montefusco is a senior
especially one as stiff and sucked. Upholding a system SMAD major and the outgoing
image-conscious as this one. in which alcohol violations editor in chief of
There's a whole culture of seem to get taken more seri- The Breeze who
open-mindedness and free- ously than acquaintance can sum up
thinking just waiting to burst rapes is wrong. Slowly suffo- her term
out. Let it.
cating several highly suc- in one
My freshman year, I cessful sports teams in the word: ,
never set foot in The name of a law that's sup- strateBreeze office. I also posed to level the playing gery. S',
loved JMU and just about field is wrong. Closing off
everything about it. Now I majors, minors and classes
spend countless hours in The defeats the underlying pur-
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A "next-timc-go-lo-Kinko's" dart to the guy in the
Wumplcr lab last Thursday nighl who decided to print a
50-pagc manual over 10 times and took both printers to

A "you-are-lhc-nicesl-maimenancc-man-l-hiive-meion-campus" pai to the maintenance woricet who instated
on buying me coffee from ihe machine because he w at
in front of me in line and fell bad for making me wail.
Sent in b\ a sophomore girl who wishes then wen
more people like you in the world.

do il.

Serif in by an angry senior who was trying lo print a
one-page book summary fora • lass and had to watt over
45 minutes to gel it printed because of the lab-hut: s
printer backlog.

Pat...

Dart...

A "thanks-for-going-oul-of-your-way" pat to Sgt.
Anderson of the JMU Police for being kind enough 10
give me a jump start on Thursday when the auto shop
couldn't figure out that the ISAT parking lot is not local
ed on South Main Street.
Sent in by a senior who is smart enough to drive u ith
her lights on when it rains, but obviously not smart
enough to turn the lights off once she Is done driving.

An "a-lillle-apprecialion-would-be-nice"' dan lo my
coach who apparently thinks that my greatest accomplishments were nothing but a fluke. I guess you will
never understand the meaning of hard work and determination.
Sent in by an angry athlete who thinks your jealousy
of his talent is pathetic.

Darts A Pats are submitted anonymously and
printed on a spaceaxailuhle basi\ Submissions
are based upon 0M person s opinion of a given
\iluutton. person or event and do not necessarily
reflect the truth.

BREEZE

Dart.

Pat...

Darts
and
Pats

2, 2001 ITHK

Dart...

Pat...
A"you-work-so-hard-and-arc-so-amazing" pat lo all
our golfer friends who didn't deserve lo get their funding cut.
Sent in by your friends and neighbors who "ill be
sad lo see you transfer if you do. but promise to take lots
of road trips, even if it's all over the country. U visit all
of you guys.

A "shut-your-mil sic-up" dart io a certain very loud
McGraw-I-ong resident who insists on blasting her subwoofer 24/7, yet has the nerve to tell us to be quiet.
Sent in by some very annoyed hallmates who think
\int need to himv your role and be quiet.

Pat...

Dart...

A "thanks-for-coming-back-for-us" pal to the bus
driver who came hack around the Godwin circle lo pick
us up aflcr we ran lo catch him.
From four freshnum girls whtt don't have cars and
did not feel like standing around in the rain for another
bus to the moll I honk sou for your kindness.

A "kecp-your-leaps-and-twirls-off-our-lurf dart to
Ihe obnoxious girl whose ballerina antics and "throw me
the ball" comments were not appreciated during our
afternoon practice.
SoU in by members of a sports club team who lake
their turf time seriously and did not need you to he interrupting their practice.
Email tlarls anil pals ro brco/cup^holmail.com

Special Student Rate

2 Locations

Mon Apr. 2: Rustic Overtone* $5 ads
Thurs Apr. 5: Laughing Colon s\I Juniper Line 55 at door
In Apr. 6: Earth lo Andy »/ Live Alien Broadcast 56 ads'

MINI STORAGE

TRHX Concert line
(804)295-8729

Private Storage Rooms

MAX h lK4rtf 4 \» Mth SI SHI
CkarMlnwHIr UA
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Sat Apr. 7: UVA Motor Sports Battle of Ihe Band! 56 ads
Thurs Apr. 12: Groove Holmes Band w/ Kelly Bell Band and Oval Opas 55 at door
Fri Apr. 13: Jazz Poets Society 55 at door
Sat Apr. 14: Jets To Brazil SSadv
Wed Apr. IS: Pat McCec Band SIS.SOadv

Sl'l III'I'

24-7 Access

433-1 000

I

II ilitilit:

■ •"■iiin.N

Mon.-Fri. n-8 p.m.
Sat. n-6 p.m.
Call for directions.
433-55SO
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I C*"t>*»* Rfcofdi of chdtijf bij

20 W. Water St.,
Harnsonburg

L
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Thurs Apr. 19: Navel w/ Jcpetto 55 adv
Fri Apr. 20: My Do* Lucy ml The Ernies 55 adv

meet nut at
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Ramriistein, Journey, Springsteen (ar/b-iivo,
Ginuwine, Sayatage, Guided By VoicexAlkaline Trio
~ Low>kiwprices on new &ug»dcDs.
~ Very fast specftf-«HleLSttw«e'"aTno extra cost.
- Large & giant sized posters.
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Next Tuesday: Ani Difranco, Monster Magnet
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Come Down />

ot

Wainment
I

BBQ Chicken Sandwich $4.95
Smokehouse Burger $5.25
Crabcake Sandwich $6.25

Tuesday 3rd
Jimmy O
10p.m.
Friday 6th
Todd bchlabach
10p.m.

z

nni,

Huge
jgt Sandwich Menu

Salads
All you can eat
Sabd/Pasta Bar $4.99
Grilled Hot Dog & Fries
Combo $1.95

L

<*f-cmw DBIKS Avabble

On

April 2,
Panhellenic will be sponsoring

Mike Mcree
who will be speaking on

Urb®n legend*

W.ip25<oach
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OPINION

YADA. YADA. YADA

ALISON MANSER

The Breeze — more than just a crossword puzzle
Last week I just finished eating some Pad
Thai (rom the delicious Festival food
court and was moving in on my fortune
cookie. I was sitting at a table in The Breeze
office when I read the fortune in the tasty wisdom-teller, "Something unusual will happen
at work next week " I laughed — that is the
understatement of the year.
What is so unusual about this week is that
I won't be at work — I won't be there before,
in between and after class. I won't be there
writing, editing, managing, worrying, laughing, stressing, smiling, frowning, learning and
growing. After a year as managing editor of
The Breeze, I'm not going to be there anymore.
This "unusual" thing is stranger than anyone,
besides a select few former Breeze editors and
managing editors, will ever fully understand.
But no one wants to hear about my trials
and tribulations, they just want their crossword puzzle every Monday and Thursday
morning, and of course, they want the paper
to be smaller because, "it's hard to read in
class now." To anyone who isn't a part of The
Breeze's production, these are valid concerns,
to those who slave over 35-hour workweeks,
these comments are like daggers. But I digress,
because the problem isn't in these small
details, it is something much larger. The prob-

lems are ones that James Madison University
And I guess it made a bit of a pessimist out
students should be very concerned about.
of me. Well, at least when it comes to particuWithin my first couple months as manlar campus issues. Like when students are
aging editor, my co-workers and I
accused of not acting All Together One.
were bombarded with reactions to
Pardon my French, but what the hell does that
campus campaigns for religious denominamean? And if it means what I think the admintions, a student who murdered her baby, a
istration wants it to mean to me, then how is
riot, the relocation of Media
cutting sports scholarships,
Arts and Design, the havoc of
CCsquashing
the
First
w
online registration and so
"
,
,
Amendment and commermuch more. As the year con... hOW IS CUtting SDOrtS
cializing JMU All Together
r
tinued, problems compound, ,
, .
, .
One? How am I expected to
ed, flags were burned, speak
SChOlarSlUpS, SqildSning feel bright and shiny every
outs were held, protests flour.L. r- . Ame„Jmt,„t
day as I walk to my GenEd
ished. i look back at these
me tirst Amendment c,/95es ,hat requir>
.
events with a smile. Each one
fluous memorization? How
an(j Commercializing
gained so much concern at the
do 1 go to work every day
time, only to be thwarted by JMU All together One. expecting a battle for the
the next — the next flurry of
-«
right to freedom of the
front page news articles, the '
\
Ss
press? How can I look into
next inundation of letters to
the eyes of administrators
the editor— how exciting all of this was; howwho won't support students in the aftermath
scary the university's reaction to these events of the Forrest Hills riot? As JMU begins to
has been Fortunately, very few students burst at the seams, these administrative
spend two nights of the week discussing the
actions need to be addressed.
successes and failures of their university,
And once I've battled with JMU, the unipreparing to write a house editorial on the
Vtntty how am I expected to turn around and
topic. Because, in all honesty, it could make a
battle the students? How do you begin to
pessimist out of Richard Simmons.
show compassion for students trying to

oppress the First Amendment? What is to be
done when students turn on each other?
You'd think since I've held this position for a year and am now free of the
chains of The Breeze, I would have at
least walked away from the experience with
answers to some of these questions. But I
haven't. I can only begin to fathom what the
JMU masterminds have planned for this
grand university. And as society grows and
changes, I can only imagine how the inner
society that is JMU will change through the
years. The one thing I have learned, a
reporter's creed, I guess, is to never stop
asking questions. Whether it is at your university, in your hometown or at your workplace, never give up on asking, "Why?"
Maybe one of these days someone will have
a good answer.

Alison Manser is the former man- /
aging editor who would like to tT
thank her family and friends for ^^H
their
emotional
support H
throughout the year.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Student supports raves,
not ecstasy
To (he Editor
Iffl the year 2001, and ecMacy is making it big.
Every generation hat i drug affiliated with its
youth. Tht 1960i had marijuana and LSD, the
1980s had cocaine, and now our generation has
Mrtaty The pattern never ends and new drugs
keep appearing. Congress is busy trying to figure
out how to Mop the tratfkking of ecstasy, and the
media is doing its best to make "ravers" the hate
object of this generation. There is no denying the
ill effects of ecstasy, and I believe there is a need to
control it. In the si me sense there is no reason lor
the public eye to be turned against raves, glow
sticks and techno music.
foeeph Hulen, .1 lenatOf from Delaware, made
a shocking rtattmenj on C-Span on March 21.
Biden, when speaking on the topic of eoleey,
t.ilked about how raves should be shut down and
the owners of venues arrested. It was to mv utter
disbelief that I was hearing such words in this day
in age. Do glow sticks, techno music and other
rave-related activities lead to the consumption of
Ma it is the bee will »t every person that
leads to taking this dmg, not the music nor the
toys involved
When Sen. Biden made the assumption that
even' perian at theee ravee is taking this dmg, he
WM very wrong. I won't deny the fact that these
types of activities go on at the clubs, but there en
plenty of people who go to hear the music and to
expreH themeetvea in ■ nwuwr never eeen before
The dancing, the glow sticks and the music all
provide a setting in which teenagers are not afraid
to enpren themselvei under judgment No one it
these clubs are there to fight, nor to judge, nor to
pressure anyone into doing something they have
not already thought ebout It is a safe haven for
our youth to go and dance off their aggression. To
learn how to make art with glow stick and to do
things they never thought possible.
I have found myself in the midst of techno
music and glow Micks, MM eGMMV, I .un inr to
show my talent. I am proud of what I can dotnd •>
rave is the ideal place to express it Kveryone is
willing to learn from each other instead of critici/
ing. At a rave, your style of dancing is accepted.
The idea is hot to conform but to express yourself
and acknowledge others' efforts to do the same.
When I hear the idea of closing down thev ravef,
it infuriates me. By pin-pointing raves as the
destruction of our social fabric, it creates a social
belief that these things are "bad," but they are not.
Society will (ear us, the 1940s subculture, H we
fear them. It is the forbidden fruit theory. The
more society h.ites raven, the more ravers will
hate and want to rebel against society It is ,i never
ending chain of events I here needs to be .i thv
tinction between rave activities and drugactlvitiee
Ecstasy is being used in the basements of house--.
at concerts, and house parties, not only raves
I am expressing my concerns not only to tinolder generations, but to my generation also. I he

idea that we are judging people based on music
and hobby preference is quite disturbing. I am
hoping that more people will be able to open
themselves up to the idea that raves are not only
for the "druggies." but also for anyone who
appreciates the music and environment. The next
time you set someone dancing with glowsticks,
understand their talent and try to appreciate the
art the) are expressing, all judgements aside.
Rachel Scandiffio
freshman, undeclared

Protest causes embarrassment
To (he Editor
On March 28. a Walt Disney World representaUve OUne ID campus 10 recmit students from JMU
and surrounding schools. During her presentation, a group of students interrupted her by getting up and singing a parody of the Mickey
Mouse song relating it to the alleged I>isney
sv\ eatshopB in China. They did this not only once,
but twice In addition, two gentlemen kept trying
to ask her questions in the middle of the presentation, when she had clearly stated that she would
take questions at the end.
I, for one, am a strong believer in freedom of
speech. However, there is a time and place for
everything. This was neither the time nor the
place to stage a vocal protest. It was not only
unprofessional and rude, but it was also a poor
representation of w hat this school has to offer a
recruiter. There were not only JMU students present, but also students and parents from other
Schools around the state. To stand outside the
room with signs, banners and flyers would have
been an acceptable protest. To sabotage someone's presentation is unacceptable, by any means
of the word.
This recruiter has nothing to do with the
alleged sweatshops In China. She was merely trying to do her job by recruiting interested individ
u.ils to work for Walt Disney World. I do not
know what group you individuals are from or
wh.it you think YOU accomplished by staging this
nude protest. 1 low ever, I would like to say that I
am embarrassed for you because you not only
sang off key and did not know the words to your
own made up song, but you also humiliated our
School I am sure this immature protest will be
passed through networks of businesses, who may
decide •gainst recruiting here again. I have a
great deal of pride in James Madison Unlvwttt)
My parents went here and my sister is following
my footsteps next year 1 lowever, because of this
incident on March 28, I was ashamed to say I was
even affiliated with this ichool
Hannah Klumenth.il
junior, management

Stop the Hate
"missing the boat"
To the Editor
I thought I'd drop my thoughts in on this
alleged nicident.it I) hall that has stirred so many
emotions on campus recently.
I got into class Monday atternoon and picked

up a little yellow flyer. It detailed a walkout that
was planned for that afternoon by a group called
Stop the Hate. The flyer explained that this group
had been formed in protest of the recent incident
at D hall, and that the group was protesting the
ordeal by walking out of classes early and meeting on the Quad. To say the least, I was infuriated.
This alleged ordeal is just that: alleged. Have
any of the members of Stop the Hate ever heard
of something called "due process of law?" This is
the right of an accused individual to a fair trial,
beginning with the notion of "innocent until
proven guilty." For those of you that don't understand, let me explain further.
The alleged perpetrator of these crimes has
the right to be seen in the eyes of the community
as innocent until a jury finds him guilty of the
offense(s) in question. I didn't realize the trial had
already taken place. I didn't realize he had
already been convicted. When did this happen?
Why didn't someone let me know?
The fact is, as of right now, Michael Nicholas
is innocent. Did the alleged events occur? 1 can't
say; I was not present at the time. How many of
the members of Stop the Hate were, that they can
make an accurate assessment of exactly what
went on? I would guarantee not many. Unless
you were present, anything you might have
heard from anyone who was there must be taken
as hearsay and rumor, at least for right now.
From what we do know of this incident — as
admitted by the parties involved, campus officials and police — is that a hazy series of events
unfolded, all marked by relative insobriety. Let's
even ignore for a moment the physical assault, as
that is a different issue; rather, let's look at this as
a hate crime. Did the accused use derogatory
remarks to degrade the alleged victims? Did he
say one was an Eminem look-alike? Did he do
nothing at all? The point is, we don't know. And
under our law, as stated above, we owe the
accused the right to not make assumptions based
on any evidence we come across. If you don't like
it, tough — that's the way it works.
Where was Stop the Hate for the past three
vcan on this campus? Where have they been all
the timi-s I have heard derogatory racial slurs
used? Are these actions not as deplorable as the
alleged violations? Don't they carry any weight?
Why are you not protesting them?
The fact is. Stop the Hate, while probably having its heart in the right place, is missing the
boat. You don't start up a campaign against
something that is based on total conjecture. Don't
get me wrong; I'm not defending the accused. I
am defending the judicial process and system of
this country.
Unfortunately, whatever the outcome, the
accused has already been convicted in the eyes of
the public. If he is found guilty, it is deserved, no
question. But what if he is innocent? Was it necessary to jump to conclusions and ruin someone's
college Career In the process? Think about the
consequences of your actions, folks.
I lus entire ball of wax is all about the need to

have a society in which there is no bias, no ignorance and no pre-judging. Perhaps Stop the Hate
should get a grip, look at what they are doing,
and practice what they preach.
Geoff 1 .i lulippe
junior, SMAD

A personal glimpse
at the pain of anorexia
To the Editor
This is my plea: in response to Eating Disorder
Awareness Week, Leslie's death this fall, the
recent Cakewalk and my own story of overcoming anorexia nervosa, my heart is breaking for
anyone who is where I once was and still can be.
Living your life with an eating disorder is like
watching your body disintegrate before your
own eyes. There were days I was so weak from
lack of food, I could barely walk up the stairs or
get off the couch, days when I would look in the
mirror and see my 106-pound 5'8" body as fat.
Other days I was so disgusted with how thin I
was, and days I couldn't even look in the mirror
because I couldn't bear to see myself. This is no
way to live life.
Consumed with fear of food, or not exercising,
or the impulse to binge and purge, and the fear of
your heart giving out because your body fat level
is so low your organs can't keep up, this its not
worth dying for. Life means so much more. The
exhaustion, the isolation from friends and family,
and the depression followed by others things are
only glimpses of what life is like for someone suffering with an eating disorder.
You would think no one would want to put
their body through something like this. Why
would anyone want an eating disorder? As if it
were that easy, the fact of the matter is, it's like
going to an amusement park and deciding to ride
a new rollercoaster ... you have no idea what
you're getting on and once you're on you lose all
control. You're flipping and turning and you
don't know what to expect next. The fact of the
matter is most of us don't want our disorders. In
fact, we hate them, and many times ourselves.
But it's easier to stay in the comfort of control
then to take a step of faith into help. That's why
it's almost impossible to get out by yourself. Your
body is crying out to you for help, and you have
to respond. I just pray you respond with help.
To be honest, I know I could never have gotten
as far as I have alone. Even the doctors, dieticians
and counselors couldn't get me this far. It's only
been through putting my trust in Christ that He
has brought me to the point I'm at now. So this is
my plea to you: rip out that dragon and fill yourself with the One who sees you perfect just the
way you are.
If you want someone to pray with or you want
to pray for eating disorders on our campus, come
to our prayer group Tuesday morning at 8 am. in
the airport lounge of Warren.
Kristin Rider
junior, health sciences
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
FOR THE ADVANCEMENT
OF COLORED PEOPLE
'Presents

Date: April 19, 2001

Sunday April 1st. 2001

IX

9

riKA

Men's ii.iskcihall Tournament .11 I2noon al UREC
Women's Basketball Tournament il 12noon al i 'Ki'i

Monday April 2nd, 2001

XK

Lunch on the Commons al I2ltoon
Punk Tank on the Commons from I lam nil 3pm
Crest Drawing on the Row from Ipm till 3:30pm
Volunteering at the Salvation Army starting al 1:30pm
Mike McRcc in Oration Stovall al 7pm"

IOE

Tuesday April 3rd, 2001

AIA

AAA
0X

Cosmic Bowling at Valley Lines at 10pm
Volunteering at the Salvation Army starting .il 4:30pm

KI

KA

Wednesday April 4th, 2001

XAE

Men's Basketball Championship Games at 4pm on the Row Court
Women's Basketball Championship Games at Bpm on the Row Courl
Volunteering at the Salvation Army Mailing II 4:30pm
Blood Drive in PC Ballroom from 1 lam till 4pm in the PC Ballroom'

AIT
FIJI

Thursday
April 5th, 2001
n

Ar

Greek Sins ' Ckxlwin Hall, Sinclair Gymnasium it I

ZBT

ZTA

Friday April 6th, 2001
Greek Games on the Row al 3pm
Greek BBQ and Concert with The FranfcUhion the Row al 3:30pm

Location: Four Points Sheraton

nKO

Saturday April 7th. 2001

Time: 7pm -10pm
Come out and support your
Friends and Faculty. & Staff

THE BREI /I

Greek Week 2001

AO

2000 -2001
Image Awards

2. 2(H)|

Pay of Service around Han

ITting al Sam

KAP

Monday April 9th, 2001
Fraternity/Sorority Life Awards Banquet In the PC Ballroom .it 7pm

AKA

'.NrXWIXWil/'i IK

BGC

Nominationc will be taken at the following locations:
April 2

Warren Post Office, 2-5

April 3 Zane Showker, 10-1
April 4 Festival, 11-1
April 5 Warren Post Office. 2-5
April 6 Warren Post Office, 2-5

Nominate Individuals that you believe arrive
to exhibit Excellence in all they endeavor to do
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And a chance
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Join us and Q101
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Hill Clubhouse
on Thursday,
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Come see why Squire Hill is THE place to
live for 2001-2002
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CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday— Yourmtoionthbyw,if youchoox

ratoamatia

mall rbrtunt. If you already have .1 imall fortune, imatl a big one. Your dltnM are
dazzling in April. .1- you well knew Dofl'l gel distorted from youl main theme, wMdl
i-. money. I;am Ihe rules of fhe game in May. I earn the tricks of Ihe trade m hnM ( M
support from family In July Let somebody line vou in August, but dont overspend on
romance. If you can slay focused until '
1II make a bundle! Don I spend
it all on travel in December, or on a good cause m 1 ebruary
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 Ihe
most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
y
Today Is a 7 — You may be feel
*^v^^ ing stresvd rmannally The.
j^ff doesn't neoMsarily mean you
don't have enough, you may just
want more — lor toys I Ins is a perfectly
good ration, n crean .1 plan
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^p. , lodav lea*- I V>n 1 lei soiiuefgBfibo,l\ else's la. k ,>l loresight send
^^7 you into a tizzy. You don't need to
,lei. elop an ulcer over something
that isn't your fault. Even if it is your
fault, relax. And call for help if you
need it.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 5 — Get your friends
* lo help you with a big project

together you n have ii done in
fcno
time at all. If you go out
tonight to celebrate, don't stay out late
You don't want to make tomorrow e\ <n
more difficult.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 7 — A dream ma) be
t out of reach, but love should be
close at hand. You're getlin>; the
better part of the deal Love doea
at hand is worth at least two or
three dreams.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
^ .—w Today is a 6 — You're rarin' to go,
yb J but you're dragging an anchor.
^^^^ Distant horizons beckon, but
there's work to be done at home.
You think you're miserable now?
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
i^ajf Ibdiy is a 6 — If everybody
"r^ffl would just leave you alone so
mj^ thai you could concentrate,
"^■■■■^ you'd be fine But, no, they have
to bug you with their
incessant questioning

libra (Sepl. 23-Oct. 23)
Ibda) i*- -i <> — You'd much rather
spend the day in fantasy than
! reality but that'i nut a good idea.
You'll profit more by doing what's
needed, even it you don t feel like it.
How much s,|tdiMTpliiie do you have?

You're the on!) onawhocananawei that
question — through deeds, not words.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
| Today is a 6 — True, you're pow■t erful. Vou ma) need ever) bit oi
powei vou tin generate TTM pace
you ve ret la so intense, it would
quickly wear out a leaaei rnort.il. Even
vou may be pooped by the tune this day
is through
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.21>—
Ibda) li .1 6
You're a bold, out.^y trout s.<>rt ol person — most of the
*JSBJ^ lime Right now, however, you'd
be wise to hold back Although
you're anxious to proceed, odds are good
VOU iv overlooking sonirlhing
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 6 — If you and your
Jak
friends could hang out all day,
r«pfc\ doing whatever vou tell like. \<>u
would be a happy camper. Yeah,
camping. Ih*l would be perfect! Bui It'i
unlikely to happen — not today, anyway.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Fcb. 18)
R Today is a 7 — An idea you want
to try may not go over big with
the boss — at least not yet — so
don't even talk about it while it's
still in the formative stage.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
,ft
Today is a 7 — True love awaits,
tfL^ft 'ni1 '' s ,,"1,,l'l/l,'K'V out "' reach.
^^aT Part of your problem could be
that it's Monday, and you have to
go to work. Don't pass up the chance
tonight, even if you have to drive a ways
to get there
—Tribune Media Services

ACROSS
1 Distress letters
4 Arrests
9 Pie nut
14 Exist
15 Ancient region in
Asia Minor
16 Netherlands
Antilles island
17 Fiery
18 Actor Sydney
20 Am
22 Eyelid swellings
23 Toddler's injuries
25 That's _ folks!
26 Mineral springs
29 Building block
31 Flees to wed
33 Wildebeest
36 Isaac's eldest
37 Low points
38 _ it the truth?
40 Participate in'
charades
42 Toledo's lake
43 Threaded
fasteners
45 Seats tor tots
47 RRs on trestles
48 1862 battle site
49 Another time
51 Casual assent
52 Fresh
54 Che Guevara's
first name
58 Map collection
60 Expression ol
reproof
61 Like some
Italians
65 Syn.'sopp.
66 Humorist Nash
67 Embankment
68 August sign
69 Cabinet parts
70 Trains to box
71 Co. founded by
H. Ross Perot
DOWN
1 Respectful Hindu
title
2 Maine town
3 Heated argument
4 Italian gentleman
5 Hawksbill's
carapace
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SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUE'S PUZZLE:

6 Indefinite
pronoun
7 Slapstick ammo
8 _ Cruz, CA
9 Knee bone
10 Messes up
11 Pool stick
12 Lincoln's
nickname
13 Journalist
Henlofl
19 Financial backer
21 Kander's partner
in musicals
24 Look over
26 Steeple top
27 Danger
28 Boobs
30
Lumpur
32 Lyric poem
33 Boastful
34 Alcove
35 Tear open
39 _ Aviv-Jafta
41 Actor Nicolas
44 Chinese soup
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ALL APPLICATIONS MUST BE RETURNED TO THE OFFICE BY APRIL 6.
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ARE YOU INTERESTED IN WORKING FOR THE 2001-2002
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Head cavities
Profit figure
Mournful cries
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Section Two

VTRIGGER
EER
DUCATORS
Students help organizations overcome problems, reach harmony through
mediated facilitation
Story by contributing writer Katie Holt
I here may be no "I" in the word
"team," but there definitely is in
the word frustration. And anyone who is a member of an organization knows the frustration and difficulties that can go along with being part
of a team.
Luckily, JMU has the Outriggers —
a group designed around the concept
of achieving organizational harmony.
Other schools may provide services
that are similar to the Outriggers, but
the "Os," as members sometimes refer
to themselves, are unique to JMU.
Formed in 1986 through the Office
of Student Organization Services
(S.O.S), Outrigger Peer Educators are
students who are trained and dedicated to assisting campus organizations
through facilitation According to their
mission statement, Outriggers are
"Peers Helping Peers Help
Themselves." The Outriggers also
work with organizations throughout
the community.
The m.nn objective of the Outrigger
program is to facilitate Interactive,
team-oriented workshops for classes,
offiCM md Othet organizations. Groups
who have sought Outrigger assistance
include social and business sororities
and tratemilies, -ludent employment
offices, resident halls and classes.
Outriggers work to help groups
achieve epedfii requested goals.
"Sometlmei groups katt want to set
to know each other." Mid Outriggers'

T;

i ndenjraduate Program
AsMsl.mt. senior Am.md.i
Wegrzyn, "and olher
times groups hung us in

to help them overcome
difficulties Wegrzyn

photo courtesy ol AMANDA WEGRZYN
This year's energetic Outrigger team poses for a picture during their annual Christmas party.

energlzem leem building games, rimuhitLons. fti "

One organization lh.it the ( Aitn^itv
nyuLuK IK-IJ-MS
- Panhellenic Kveryyear
I'anheUeiik; forms a group of
...groups bring us in to ptk..ilkilKh<.t"hi.'i'h('lp
potential new soronty nxnv
help them overcome bc^ through nish u t vk
"Both last year and this
difficulties.
year we went to the Rho

added that the Outriggers
never provide solutions
for an organization's con*
- Amanda Wegrzvn ™ "««*and P^yed
games and lot
diet "We simply try to
senior- name
.
breakers so the girls could
help them find the tools
•)•)
all get to know each
within themselves to solve
other," Brooks said "We
their problem- "
just tried to make everyone fed a little
t HlUiggen provide an opportunity
mote
comfortable
and tried to strength
for organizations to recognize and fulen the group."
fill their highest potential
Because Outriggers is ,in organizaThe way Outriggers works is sun
tion set up to enhance the unity ol
pie. "Organizations (on campus or in
other group, il isessonti.il that it has .1
the community) call us to do programs
strong framework itsell I larmony,
at their meetings or retreats," junior
however, does not seem to be B probOutrigger Keri Brooks said lor examlem for this energetic group
pit [we do| lot breakers, name games,

During a recent meeting. Outrigger members practice a new team building activity
designed to help them gain trust and be more comfortable with each other. They can
then share this with other organization..

"[seeing] as peer influence is very
(>ne of the things I love about
strong and [Ournggers] have the skills
Outriggers is getting to spend so much
to help groups and indh idu.ils get to
rime with a group of highly energetic
the root of any problem and make posstudents who an' really excited about
itive changes in the organization
getting out there and working with
"Perhaps I am biased," Morrow
their peers," Wegrzyn said.
said,
"but Outriggers are the greatEnthusiasm is one of the primary
est
students on campus. They are
reasons why many students are drawn
fun, dedicated and highly qualified
to the Outrigger program Junior Julie
peer educators."
Limed said the Outriggers' energy
Outriggers is also unique in that it
i% .is ,1 main reason she applied lo the
is not structured like a "typical" stuprogram this past January.
dent group.
I knew they were an outgoing
"We don't have officers like presiorganization with a strong group of
dent or vice president," Morrow said.
active students." Lamed said.
"We have four committees and the
Lamed is one of 16 students who
work is divided among the members."
were selected to be an Outrigger from
As the Outriggers' program assistant,
this year's applicants. The application
V^grzyn is responsible for keeping the
process takes place everv spring and
group organized and Is the central conbit olvcs .1 written application followed
tact person for anyone who has quesby a personal interview. The interview
tions or requests. Wegrzyn said her
entails .in individual meeting as well as a
experience working with
group segment. The applithe Outriggers has been
cation process is surprising
more than rewarding
ly fun. Limed said, but it
"Through my work
natures .1 ga*at deal of creOutriggers is an
with Outriggers, I feel I
ati\ itv and enthusiasm on
behalf of the applicants
outgoing \and] dynamic have gained a much better understanding of what
Wegizvn says the only
group of people.
goes into being part of a
Criteria needed to be
group," WcgrzA n Bald I
Self) led as an Outrigger
—
Ken
HrOOKS
,„.| | n,u,. leamed how
are energy, enthusiasm,
junior
,„.„,., lo work through .
the ability to be a team
eta)
issues to accomplish .^n
pl.ner and an interest in
* *
organization's overall
working with peers.
mission."
About 30 students applied
Larned said she also hopes to find
to be an Outrigger this year
the Outriggers lo be a benefit Lai
The Outriggers try to preserve a
learning experience. She said the
, lose knit dynamic by keeping the
practical experience she will gain
organization relatively small. The numfrom working as a facilitating peer
ber of pier eduction averages around
educator will be applicable to hei
35 every year, with students from every
desired career in human raeotffl i
, 1,1-. itii'slunan through senior! making
Outriders not onh benetil In
up the group.
being part of such an enthusiasm
"Outriggers is an outgoing |and)
and dynamic group, but also by
dynamic group of people," Brooks said.
knowing that they ate taking part in
hnthusi.ism is ,1 \ it,i! ,isp,vt to anyone
building a stronger structure within
who tiki's part in the Outrigger program
JMU's many organizations
Katie Morrow, coordinator ol clubs
'It'-, a great learning experience
.md organizations loi ^OSand the
with an incredible group nf people/
( Hltriggen' faculty advisor, sees the
Wegrzyn laid.
Outriggers as an important aspect of
For more Information iheik out the
the |Ml' community
Outrigger Web site .it
"I think it is important for a group
uiru- fmu tduforp/outriggfrf
like (Hilriggers to be available to student
now said.
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"It's newspaper... That's
what I thought was neat —
that when I graduate, it'll

>- April Movies

probably still he here. "

Check out some
movies during the last
days of the semester.
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Rubbish
Art

Wl

1

UTO

BY BBD A WORTHINOTON

contributing writer
If there is not .i waste management Strike, then why do five tons ot
n.vtlni ncwepapei Idh stl on the
field between Duke mill end the
Musk Building? rhera ."<• no plans
to remove this t.iii arrangemenl
either, tor it la in artistic creation th.it
will remain on the mini-Quad until it
naturally decomposes
"I think mam artists spend tar
too much time thinking ami writing and not nearly enough time
making and looking," s.nd Steven
Siegel, the professional artist who
led the construction of the refuse
sculpture.
Siegel has installed pubtk sculptures across the country to bring attention to human wasserulness I le has
created pkcea on the grounds of art
museums, university campuses, public
parks. soon on a nature preserve and
now here at JMU.
Siegel said he was overwhelmed
by the multitude ot people who

signed up to help nun construct the
statue entitled "Pretty Fast."
"Perhaps the best part about
making temporary sculptures in
university settings is setting to
know the students who help build

them," Siegel said.
Junior SMAD major Colleen
Yancey said, "I think it's really cool
that he's letting us help. You have to
be prettv flexible to let other people
make \iuir .irtwork "

Sophomore

art

major

Ryan

not just throwing
newspaper
on
there at random
and nailing anywhere we feel
like it."
Junior graphic
design major Lyle
Cady said, "It's
been neat walking
here every day
and walking by
and seeing how it
progressed,
because a day just
stacking newspapers, I thought it
was going to go
real fast, but it
actually is pretty
time-consuming."

ir^atffl
■ Z*V
^^^Pa« ■ ^ZB&:.

Mulligan Mid, When 1 tirs[ found
OUt about it going up, I was exceedingly glad that there would be something that would involve students."
Graduate student Cyndi Gusler
was the organizational backbone of
Siegel's llarrisonlnirg visit, handling
everything from the student participation to gathering the five tons of
recycled nSWSpapeiB.
(luster expressed enthusiasm at
the collaborative effort between
artist ,md students. "We have a new
shift coming through every two
hours," Gusler said, during the conSiegel
struction. "This way a lot of kids get described newspainvolved, and I'm glad it s warm
per as a wonderful
enough now that v\e have in audimedium. "It cerence."
tainly has served
Karah Angeli, a sophomore
me very well in
graphic design major, Mid although
addition to other things," he said.
participation
w.is
mandatory
"Plus, it's a medium that works really
through her art classes, she would
well in this context. I mean it doesn't
have helped anyway.
Its somea-quire a great level of skill to use, and
thing that's going to be here for a
it is free. It's all about layering."
while, so you need to be a part of it
Cady predicted that the tight layin some way
ering would be important to the
Stuart Downs,
speed of decomposition. "It's newsthe director of paper; you'd think it would be gone
Sm hill Gallery,
pretty soon. That's what I thought
said th.it Siegel's
was neat — that when I graduate,
sculpture is "tenit'll probably still be here."
tatively
schedFreshman art major Sara Hawuled to be here for
kins said, "From far away you're
two years" as .1 like, 'What is that?'
contribution
to
It almost looks like
the
Outdoor
stone, hut it's hist
s
« 11 I p t u r e newspaper, which
Invitational, cois neat that you can
sponsored bv the
make
something
I n 1 \ e r s i t y
an cmi
Program
Board,
stuff laving
» ,
ng around
nool of Art
that you're going
and Art Hlstor)
to throw out."
and
Facilities
Siegel said natuManagement
ral settings serve aj
l >\er these two
a reminder of ■ spl

U-

Ml I I'll! Ill I
Above: Students, Catherine
Olln and Brett Hunter, work to
build a secure foundation (or
the sculpture "Pretty Fast,"
which will remain on the miniQuad for two years while It
decomposes.
Left: Five tons of recycled
newspaper compose the
sculpture on the mini-Quad.
Professional artist Steven
Siegel uses alternative
mediums in his earthfriendly art. Siegel urges a
wasteful society to re-evaluate its consumption.
RLE PHOTO
als and backgrounds in his art have
come from muddled influences.
"Really in many ways 1 am just a
very traditional artist who likes to
make things to look at," Siegel said.
"I look at the world and try and create something that resonates with
people, with me and those who
look at it."
He said he values qualities like
form, color, texture and scale as a
large part of his ethics "Those are
very important to me and it's usually
the part that is not disc ussed
The experience
that
piqued
his
— interest in working
with nature happened during the
summer when he
Wl is 16 years old.
e
° He
hiked
and

I look at the world and
ihi. cool oui ..1 |u«] tr\- d
\ something
that resonates with
people, with me and
those who look at it.

1 towns

looks forward to
the tad that the
decomposition
of the sculpture is
il its most
t,w mating characteristics
Siegel, however,
insisted that 0TM
will "hardh
any change over

two yean

I I PHOTO
Students assist professional artist Steven Siegel in
compiling "Pretty Fast," a sculpture ot newspapers.

I .usler made it
clear that the statue is not jusl a
hodge-podge of
in \ < Iablei
Siegel taught her
his
building
method.
He's pretty
specific about the

tet hnique

Wt

CADY

junior

Past 13

talisl ethics and the
environmental
toe us Of his work.
"I work in natural
settings and
address the environment."
Siegel
,
said. "I consider the
natural resources and how my work
effects the landst ape
His work is .1 collection of sculptures that use nature-friendly materials such as recycled newspapers,
flora and fauna from surrounding
grounds, rubbish and other various
items that don't necessarily ring a
traditional artistic bell. Combinations
of whatever items he chooses to use
are stacked and packed into the
shape he desires, and the piece is
then left in the hands of Mother
Nature to decompose over a period
of two to 15 years.
He said that the choice of materi-

loured w v oming,

Arizona and Utah
for nine weeks on .1
school bus.
"Ever since." he
said, "I have had S
great interest in hik— Steven Siegel ing and landscape
professional artist and the way that
landscapes
are
formed I realized
that the geological
process is fertile ler
ritory to be used .is a basis tor artistic
exploration."
Siegel took that knowledge and ran
with it, pulling natural objects and
instinctual aesthetics along in low He
described his process as creating .1
vision using the senses" 1 le believes m
and creates art that encompasses life
experiences.
Siegel's untraditional sculptural
technique has garnered him a lol of
attention. He underlines |Ol .
complacent attitude about the
destruction of nature through the
construction of structures His core
cepls are expressed through patient

»

and creative craftsmanship. Siegel
said his artwork is aimed at passers-

l>\ and everyday people.
Perhaps this is a reason why JMU
art students got the opportunity to
help create the piece on the Quadarea between Duke Hall and the
Music Building.
Although, Siegel said, "a college campus generally isn't the
place where there are realty neat
settings" for his work, he has created collaborative sculptures with
students for the past eight years.
These collaborative works can be
seen at various universities including West Michigan University, the
University
of
AlabamaBirmingham, Miami University of
Ohio
and
California
State
University-Baker's Field.
The titles of Siegel's sculptures
are simplistic, often not thought
of until after the piece's completion. "Titles are ncit very important to me Basically I don't like
titles that give the viewer too
much ... [that] show what the
plei S is about or what it was supposed to mean," he said.
"It would be very easy to have a
title that alludes to recycling or to
biodegradation or to something
like that, and that would fit in very
neatly with what a viewer of mv
pieces would want, but what I
would rather would be to leave the
title fairly obtuse and just let people look at it," Siegel said.
Siegel said, I think artists in this
century and the late 20th century
are in a different position ... in that
although our primary goal is still to
be tillering and documenting what
1- going on around us, we also have
the added job thai we don't just
nei essarily use painting and canvas
to make our representation of what
is around us," Siegel said. "We can
expand our interests and influences
to include other things."

Bridget Jones meets Joe Dirt
Four movie releases sneak into Grafton-Stovall Theatre
BY AM HUM

M

\KI

HEGIANO

tenloi writer
I here will be plentv free entertainment this month at Grafted'
Stovall Theatre lour fret
previews sre being presented in
the Unlverslt) Program Board
Kicking oil the month tomorrow night is David Spade's project "Joe Dirt " The Saturday
Night I Ive alum wrote and
starred in tins comedy which
Comes from the same producing
team oi "Deuce Bigalow: Male
Gigolo" and
Big Daddj
|oe
Dirt is a |snitor with a mullet
hairdo in search of his parents
who left him at the Grand
Canyon when he was a child, Ihe
film, which is ,1 throwback to
both the '80S and deep southern

culture
costars Christopher
Walken, fellcm SNI vet Dennis
Miller and pop star Kid Rock
"Joe Dirt," which opens in theaters on April 11. shows ior free
on luesday, April i at 11 p.m.
Renee Zellweger takes the title
role m the comedk tale, "Bridget
lories'
Dlarj
Hie
Miramax
release, which is based on the
British best-Selling novel, follows
Bridget loncs as she keeps a diary

that documents her man troubles
and other female problems, rhe
romantic comede also stars Hugh
I Irani and ' olln Firth.
Bridget (ones' Diary," which
opens m theaters on April 13,
shows lor tree on I ridal. April 6at
midnight
SylveStei Stallone tries to

make good after his last miserable nlm "Get Carter" with a new
action fhek "Driven" features the
car racing circuit and a semiretired racer who agrees to coach
an up-and-coming racing prodigy What the film may lack in
Story, it will make up for with
intense racing and crash scenes It
is definitely a film to see on the

men
Ihe Warner Bros, release is
directed by Renny Harlin and
written by Stallone The two
teamed up before in the production of "Clillhanger " Harlin has
also directed the hits "Die Hard
2" and "A long Kiss Goodnight."
Mi has written some good flicks
like "Rocky" and "First Blood."
"Driven," which opens nation-

wide on April 27, plays GraftonStovall on Thursday, April 19 at
9:30 p.m
Topping off the month of
sneak previews is the period
Eiece "The Golden Bowl" Ihe
ions Gate release is based on a
Henry James novel in which a
Eoung man marries a woman for
er money while he is in love
with her friend. The dramatic
romance stars Uma Thurman.
Nick
Nolte
and
Angelica
Houston. "The Golden Bowl."
which opens in limited release on
April 27, shows on Sunday, April
22 at 10 p.m.
All sneak previews are free to
students with their [AC card It is
suggested to get there in advance as
the line to get in usually starts early

Ze||weger |n

r. " ■•/ \l BXBAILEY
-Bridget Jones' Diary."
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Feel like a flick?

-^fcWul^-

New releases offer everything from drug dramas and
kidnappers to rock stars and slacker struggles

-in-

BY ZAK SALIH

* Sawhill Gallery Kxhihit: mixixlmi'itia artwork hy Aagda Mill phv.
Duke Hall - Mon.- Fri., 10:30a.m.-4:30p.m.;free
* Zirkfc House F.vlnhls |wiiitiiiKsln Morgana Wallace at Artwirta
Gallery, ceramics and mixed-media artwork by Shanna Kliegel at The
Other Gallery - Mon -Thurv. noon-5 p.m.. Fri. & Sat., noon-4 p.m.; free

- tWc *
*
*
*

Pcminion BoMmble - lot Music HldR. - Mon.. 8 p.m.; $2
Montpelicr Winds - Emmanuel F.piscopal Church - Tues.. 8 p.m.
Madison Brass at Anthony-Saga - Wed.. 8 p.m.; $2
Chanter OrcbMra .n Wthna ll.ill - Thurs., 8 p.m.; $2

* PlaM Fling at Wilson Hall - Fri & Sat . 8 p.m.; $5, $2 with JAC
* Wind Symphony at Wilson Hall - Sun., 3 p.m.; $2
*
*
*
*

String Chamber Ensemble at Anthony-Seeger - Sun.. 8 p.m.; free
Bio Ritmo: Ja« Ensemble & Band - Fri., 6 p.m.; S8
Dashboard Confessiiin.il. Onclinc drawlaf
Sat., 6 p.m.; $5
The Burning Dirty Band - Mainstreet Bar and Grill - Tues.; $6,
$4 with 1 \<

* Jeppetto-M.nii.triH Bar UK) Grill
Wed; $7, $5 with JAC
* David Lee Roth F.ra Van Halcn Tribute-M.unsireet Bar and GrillS,it;S12,$ft with JAC
* The llogwaller Ramblers at Calhouns - Fri., 7 p.m.
* The ll.u kin-, ns U.,\,. SonLoWO] and ( imiinstnnce
-'ing Blade at The Little Grill - Fri.. 8 p.m.
* "Sundiata: The Lion King of Mali" Musicil.it Wilson ll.ill-Sun..
7:30 p.m.; call X7000 for reaervattoill

-Th&aw * D&aa♦Spring Blossoms and Ballroom - 356 Godwin - Fri., 7:30 p.m.

—FLoVifcS—
* Grafton Stovall 'Theatre: "Shadow of the Vampire." Wed.. 7 & 9:30

senior writer

Ah, April. A time for long
walks through the grass, for
afterntxin picnics on some idyllic hill next to a glassy pond, for
picking flowers.
But who needs that when the
movie theaters are hursting with
this month's cinematic treats?
Sure, it's nice to spend some time
outdoors and enjoy the wonderful weather, but let's not neglect
the indoors as well.
The cool, darkened theater
(almost empty because everyone
else is outdoors doing silly things
like riding bicycles) for a nice,
entertaining movie. Here are
some of the films you can look
forward to on that day when it
rains or you're just sick and tired
of sunshine, sunshine, sunshine.
"Blow" (April fith) — Call it
the drug addict's period piece.
Ihe film depicts the true story of
(leorge Jung (Johnny Depp), who
"introduced" cocaine into the
United States by way of a
Columbian drug cartel in the
'70s. Because of lung, cocaine
becomes the new "to-do" drug
among the elite of America. The
film co-stars newcomer Penelope
Cru/, and veterans Ray l.iotta
and Paul "Pee-Wee" Reubens.
"Along Came a Spider"
(April 13th) — Based on the
novel by James Patterson.
"Spider" continues the adventures of detective Alex Cross,
played by Morgan Freeman. In

p.m. & Thu., 9:30 p.m.. $2; 'Billy Elliot." Fri. 7 p.m., S2; "Bounce,"
Fri., 9:30 p.m. & Sat.. 7:30 & 9:30 p.m.

tins Installment, he KMM up
with a female Investigator
(Monica Putter) to captor.- an
elusive kidnapper who may or
may not have bigger targets in
light
"Rock Star" (April 13th) —
Mark Walhberg plays "Ripper"
Owens, a salesman who fulfills
his dream of joining a rock
band Bui i~ (here a price' rhis
film aiso stars Jennifer Anlston.
"Freddy Got Fingered" (April
20th) — You could call him a
comedic genius or just plain phi*
pid. One way or another, almost
everyone is affected by MTV
comedian lom Green's outrageous antiCS. Will, rtiu-ss what?
Now you can see them on the big
screen as well! Green wrote
directed and stars in this film

APRIL MOVIES

about,] slacker turns;! to find a job

at his father's demand
Green's significant other. Drvw
Barrymoiv, CO-SDUI
"Captain Corelli's Mandolin"
(April 27th) — I ike many tilms
llus war, "Corelli's Mandolin"
tak.-. place during World War II.
However! it Is set not in
Normandy or the Pacific, but
rather m t ireecedurinfl ihe Italian
occupation.
Nicholas Cage plays Corelli.
an Italian officer who falls in
love with the Greek Pel
(Penelope Cruz) while her
!;..;•..,.
Mandras (Christian
Bale), fights to keep the Italians
out of the country.

hi I n \k<

HIHM
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Want to write for STYLE???

* Regal Valley Mall Cinemas 4: "Get Over It." "Down to Earth."
"Hannibal." "Cast Away," $5 before 6 p.m.. $7.25 after.
Call 434-7107.

We want YOU!
Call Jen and KC x3846
see your stories and bylines here

* Regal Cinemas 14: "Someone Like You." "Heart Breakers." "Spy
Kids," "Tomcats," "Say it Isn't So." "Enemy at the Gales." "O Brother
Where Art Thou," " The Mexican." "SeeSpot Run." "Chocolat,"
"Traffic." "Exit Wounds." "15 Minutes." "Crouching Tiger. Hidden
Dragon." "The Brothers,"$5 before 6 p.m.. $7.25 after.
Call 434-7661.

ROUJVDUP
Come to meet potential
roommates while there
are still a few rooms
available!

Wed. 416
3-6 p.m.
JOOD, prizes, JIAN
You are invited to a Special Screening of Bridget Jones's Diary
Jpo^try
Da(e. Frjday Aprj| 6 2Q01

iii

ME
442-4800 ^

IfiSMM

Timc M,dn, ]l

^

Location: Grafton Stovall Theater
1

0

MM .

tl. Everywhere Vou Wt.nl To B. *
Seeting >• a-a-iaM*

g*i o' ihm aveni at rn#
KoIMM MM MJJ rt«w upo eg
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Playing
the fool

Freedom rocks

BY EMMY \.W IDS

staff writer
Magldan Mike Super captivated .in audience o( approximately 50 itudtntt, teachori
■ind faculty with .in interactive night of magic
and illusion on MfedneacUy, March 20.
I ht |vrtormaniv, which took place in Wilson
Hall, was >.potiN>r\\l In thr Universin Program
Board.
"We're going to have you experience
the magic firsthand," Super said at the
opening of the show He conducted a simple test, involving all of the audience, to
see how susceptible each individual was
to the art form of magic The majority of
those in attendance proved easy to trick.
"Many people nave Illusions about
what illusion is," Super said. "We refer to
them as delusional " Super showed that
the trick is to fool the audience's eyaf .is
well as their cars He also stressed that it
is called an illusion because it really isn't
happening
To illustrate his point. Super appeared to
be tearing a piece of newspaper into shreds.
He then held up the entire paper, claiming
that he had fooled the audience with fold-

M OKI *. \UH)H un,orphologmphrr

Magician Mike Super performs just one of many lllsulons and magic tricks at an Interactive show for students and faculty at Wilson Hall on Wednesday.
mg techniques and by imitating the sounds
of paper tearing. Super called this "subliminal ventriloquism."
"I was really impressed that he could
imitate so many sounds so well," sophomore Erica Kelleher said. "The fact that he

let us in on the secret took the emphasis off
the idea that we were being tricked. I think
that it helped everyone to appreciate the
illusion more."
see MAGIC, page 15

Are you working on
your GPA or your BAC?

J<>N( Ai*.

■
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A member of the band The Ordinary Way
participates In a concert organized by
Students for a Free Tibet on Wednesday.

500,000 New Books

60%-90% off retail

Today thru April
Open Only During Scheduled Dotes from

Learn more at National Alcohol Screening Day

Daily

Featuring...
Great selections of history, fiction & literature,
religion, science & nature, cooking, children's

APRIL 5, 2001
10:00-10:50 am
11:00-11:50 am

9AM-7PM

4:00-4:50 pm
5:00-5:50 pm

books, health & self-help, psychology, travel,
I-I„
i
.
I...' 1,1 "'
,
.
philosophy, econom.es, political theory, business,
computer books, Boyd's Bears and more!

All sessions in Taylor Hall, room 305

Cret'ii Valley

S»-»
.
..._. .
, ,,m,
lorofed 15 minutes south of IMU
kftwi Hornsonburg t Slo„„,on
Take 181 lo exit 240; turn «si on
Rd. 687 & watch lot ihe signs
www.gvbookfair.com/jmu

BOOKFAIR

Sponsored by the Counseling & Student Development Center
Call 568-6552 for more information

2 192 Green Volley In., Mt. Crawford, VA 22841 (800)385-0099

MAIC

JOB
ANNOUCEMENTS

JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY.
The Mine Action Information Center at JMU was established by the Department of
Defense as a clearinghouse of information on landmine-related issues and topics.
The MAIC collects, analyzes and processes information relevant to mine clearance
and awareness, victim assistance, community risk reduction, humanitarian assistance and refugee resettlement.

Ill 1/7'/ /( I \ /.V MM '»»'<• "><■ ability lo meet deadlines is irudal. \luu he able to iiv.rA I./>/I minimum
wpmttbm, MMMMM initiative, posses decision making abilities and be a self-starter.

MAIC: STUDENT ASSISTANT

MAIC: PROJECT OFFICER

Hours:
Skills Needed:

Hours:
Skills Needed:

10-16 hours a week
Student must have good writing and editing skills and the ability
tocommunicatecrossculturally.Knowledge of MSWord, Access,
and PowerPoint a must; knowledge of Frontpage or
Dreamweaver desireable.
Spanish speakers are encouraged to apply.

Responsibilities: Student will assist Program Coordinator on a wide variety of
projects and tasks, including, assisting with large mailings, basic
filing,data entry, on line and library research, logistical support (
or meetings and conferences, document editing and preparation,
other administrative tasks as needed

How to Apply

20-30 hours a week
Individual must have excellent communication skills.The ability to
communicate cross-culturally and with individuals working in a
wide-range of environments including: US Departmentsof State
and Defense, representatives from foreign national governments
and militaries, non-government organizations and other academic
institutions, isessential Interviewing and survey skills are also
desirable. Spanish speakers are encouraged to apply.

Responsibilities: Individual will assist the Program Coordinator with management
of a variety of projects, including: compiling, editing, and produc
tion (both on line & hard copyl of landmine-related resources; online and telephone surveying, conducting follow-up interviews;
report writing; and support for other staff pro|e<ts as needed

Please contact Christine Brawdy.Program Coordinator,The Mine Action Information Center: 568 231 S.brawdvtkPlmuedu

Journal of Mine Action: EDITORIAL ASSISTANT
Wage:
Hours:
Skills Needed:

Based on experience
I0-30hrsaweek
Individual must have excellent writing, research, copy editing,
grammatical and punctuation skills. Proven experience in
journalism, writing or technical writing needed. Individual will be
writing articles, conducting interviews, researching background
information and copy editing The individual will be copy editing
proofs for consistency,grammar,spelling.punctuation,and using
The AP Style Book as reference.
Experience in PageMaker, Adobe PhotoShop, Frontpage.or
Dreamweaver desirable
Proficiency in a second language desirable but not required

Responsibilities: In providing support to the Editor of the Journal of Mine Action,
the editorial assistant will
• Edit and proofread articles.
• Plan and prepare articles for the Journal.
• Research articles and story leads
• Conduct interviews
• Collect and process information for library.
■ Maintain contact database.
■ Administrative support as needed
How to Apply: PleasecontactMargaretBuse'.Editor,
The Journal of Mine Action
568-2503
busems6ijmu.edu
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MMW draws many non-students
UPB concert was a successful night of dancing, camaraderie and good music

2, 2001 ITHK HKH-V.I- 115

Magic
mystifies
students
at Super
MAGIC, from page 14

RORhRT NATTIphiHo editor
MMW, from page 1
hetwwn a bulky up-righl bass and the
etedlic bass guitar. Similarly, Medeski
swivclcd from the piano to the kevboard

lo create different and distinctive sounds.
The trio shared the spotlight, as each
member performed solos at various
times throughout the show to feature
their own experimental style. Martin's
creative use of percussion best *lis
played the group's willingness to
explore
new
musical
avenues.
Feverously shifting between different
chimes to create an ominous feeling
and the use of a referee whistle to
brighten the sound captured Martin's
versatility that permeated the band.
Regardless of the musical mood, the
band's interpretive style resonated with
the audience, a mix of JMU students
and others who traveled to see the only
East Coast show of the group's tour.
"It's definitely up then as tar as
one of the better |MMW] shows I V*
seen," said Frank McMahon from
Indiana University of Pennsylvania,
who drove five hours to see the trio
live for the fifth time
Junior Brad Ricks, who saw his first
MMW concert, said, "It was cra/v I
didn't really know what to expect. I'd
heard them before and didn't really

connect with them so much. But after
[the concert), it was wonderful. I thoroughly enjoyed myself."
The floor area Immediately in front
<>! the BtSSB war, p.icked with the
rhythmically bobbing heads of .it least
500 people, which equaled the maximum number of floor tickets allotted
lor the event rUi! only about one-third
of the Convo's 3,250 seats were filled
for LTB's largest concert of the sotTM*
ter. I he lower-level of seats were
about three-fourths full, while the
upper-level was sparsely populated

with sedate concert-goers.
Although a number of JMU's jamband faithfuls dished out $20 for student
tickets, ,1 stsniflctnl portion of the crowd
traveled to Ha rrtsonburg tor the event.
Matt Hoffman, ,1 non-student from
C "harlotte, \C . canted a two-sided sign
th.it read Chubb Suh." B fa orite MMW
rune, on one side, and "tool" with an
arrow pointed down on tiw other. He
drove 'our-and-a h.ilf hours to see the
band. "I think Medeski has one of the
most fun jaz/ bands going on right now,"
Hoffman said. "They do stuff nobody
else does. For them to play at a place the-.
Sbe Is pretty ph»Tiomen.il "
I le added that he thinks people who

Billy Martin on the
drums (far left),
John Medeski on
the organ (top) and
Chris Wood on
upright bass (left)
brought hip jams
and moving
melodies to the
Convo Saturday
night.

carry signs at concerts are tools, a
term for a foolish
person. "I'm recognizing my toolness," he said.
Although
the
out-of-town
fans
seemed to relish
MMWs Fast Coast
ROBhRT NATT//**» editor
stop, some JMU
faithfuls were surprised and displeased
said, who danced to MMW's set on the
thai students failed to fill the Convo.
fltx>r. "It was a good vibe, everybody
"I was disappointed with the
was movin'."
turnout," senior Mark Nash said. "[MU
Senior Jamie Macki said, "Everybody
doesn't respect the music that comes
was having a good time down on the
into town."
floor. But it seemed like a lot of people in
Sophomore Adam Hopkins, who
the stands were sitting down... down on
saw MMW at Virginia Tech last year,
the floor was full of energy."
said "I'm surprised that the show's not
DJ Logic presents Project Logic
sold out since it's their only East Coast
revved up the crowd prior to MMW
show. I figured people would come
with a funky, hip-hop style of music feafrom all around to see them."
turing saxophone and flute solos, and a
But the smaller than expected crowd
mix of upbeat rhythms.
didn't ruin the spirits of those who
Martin closed MMW's set with a
came to get info the groove.
nearly 10-minute-long drum solo fea"There weren't many people here at
turing the bongos, which received a
first, but as the show started it definitestanding ovation After Martin introly picked up and everybody really got
duced the band members, MMW
into it and got their groove on and
encored with a dance-friendly jam to
started shakin' a leg," |oe Blondino ('00) conclude the instrumental performance.

Super used his personable
nature and sense of humor to
casually involve everyone in the
audience. Super's magic ranged
from typical card tricks to making
a member of the audience float in
thin air.
The highlight of the show was
when Super folded up a member
of the audience into a box with an
area of 13 square inches. He
pushed knives through the box,
without so much as scratching his
subject
"1 laid down I felt spinning. I
was dizzy. I don't even know
what happened," the subject, junior Rachel Franco, said.

-«I fell spinning.
I was diizy. Idon't even
know what happened.
— Rachel Franco
subject of Mike Super

-55Super ended the evening
with a touching memory of
his mother, who passed away
when he was young. He said
that one Christmas Eve, just
before his mother passed
away, he had asked her what
she wanted for Christmas.
His mother replied that there
was nothing that she wanted
more than snow. He promised
her that someday he would
find a way to make it feel like
it was snowing.
Super closed with an illusion
of snow, making flurries from a
napkin. He said that each time
he performs, he pictures his
mom in the front row. "I know
she is not here physically, but I
like to think that she is here
spiritually," Super said.

TODAV HE SPOKE HIS FIRST
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MOT BAD FOR AN EX-MARINE.

PRESENTS A

SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING
ucingteam of "Deuce Bigolow"and "Big Daddy"

AVID

SPADE

TRAILER TRASH
WIG WEARIN'
ACID WASH
JEAN LOVIN1
ROCK CONCERT
T-SHIRT SPORTIN'
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HERO

America's number one cause of adult disability is stroke. But
there is help and hope for improving impaired functions like
talking and writing. A certified speech-language pathologist
can recommend a treatment program and offer guidance to
family members. For more on stroke and the therapies

A

available, contact the American Speech-Language-Hearing
Association at 1-800-638-TAIK or visit www asha.org
AMU."
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FREE MOVIE POSTERS
Tuesday, April 3
11:00 PM
Grafton-Stovall
Theatre

Checkout

CINEMAX.com
tor a chance to win a
portable DVD player

V'(II>B
MOOWr

Pick up FREE pastes
■t the door

or other great prizes!

Presented by
University Program Board
Movie Hoiln* 540-568-6723
www upb org

Pteare Indicate which c(up
vou arc supporting at the
tiwe of donation*
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For More inforrwation coll x8J00 or viilt www-/iviu>c4u/rccrcation
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"We really needed (o come
out fighting today and prove
that we are a threat in the
conference."

■ Playing Ball
Breeze sports editor
Travis Clingenpeel previews the 2001 baseball
season

MCNEVIN MOLLOY

junior lacrosse player

17

PORT

Stuff
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Pair of gymnasts earn NCAA bid
Sophomore Carri Elder and junior Nick Blanton each received
bids to compete in the 2001 NCAA
Southeast Regional Championships
and the 2001
NCAA Men's
Gymnastics Championships, respectively.
This season Elder was crowned
the state floor excercise champion at
the state championships on March
17 at JMU.
Blanton is returning to the
NCAAs for the second consecutive
season after becoming the state parallel bars champion on March 17-18.

MLS picks up Dukes forward
BY MATT BRUKMI F

COIUnbuling writer

wards with other qualities for most of the game,"
Martin said. "All of a sudden you give them a
You call his apartment because you need to
dose of Brandon, and it's very hard." Wright
speak with The Man You sec. The Man got
made the most of his playing time, leading the
drafted, he's going pro, and you're going to he
Dukes in scoring in both the '98 and '99 seasons.
the one to tell the world about it. A roommate
As a senior, Wright's speed and aerial talpicks up the phone and tells you lK.it II dawg"
ents were no longer a secret, so he became a
isn't here. Damn The Man. You leave a message
marked man. This did not stop him from conthough, and arrange for ■ meeting later that
tributing 15 total points to the team, furtherweek. When the night of the meeting arrives,
ing his star status.
you walk across campus through I torrential
"I loved every minute I was here," Wright
downpour, arriving 15 minutes earlv M that
said of his career. "I couldn't be going where I
you can get prepared before speaking with The
am without being here." And where Wright is
Man. There's only one problem: The Man is
going is just another chapter in the fairy tale
already there, waiting for you
story of The Man. He gets to go home, to the
With his f. foot-.l-inch. 180 pound muscular
place he loves, to play the game he loves, in
frame sprawled out over every inch of a library
front of the people he loves most.
chair, you see that The Man, as he is commonly
The 21-year old forward was recently selectknown, is drenched |ust like you, and equally as
ed in the second round by the Nashville Metros,
eager to talk. You are not intimidated by The
the 'A' League affiliate of Major League SocMan. because The Man puts you immediately at
cer's Tampa Bay Galaxy In the hierarchy of proease with his imUow voice and boyish smile
fessional soccer, the Metros are one step below
stretching from ear to ear. You do not feel intimi
the Galaxy's MLS squad, the zenith of
dated by the fact that you're a freshman speakAmerican soccer.
ing to a senior, because The Man can relate to
"In the last eight to 10 years we've been lucky
you. You are not intimidated, you being only an
enough to have kids drafted every year," Martin
intramural athlete, talking with a national supersaid "But it is rare, especially in the men's
star, because The Man doat not flaunt his sucgame " Also joining Wright in the professional
cess.
ranks this year will be teammate senior Niki
Over the next half hour, the interview turns
Budalich, who was drafted into the professional
into a relaxed a 'in ersation, as you and The Man
indoor league.
talk sparingly of going pro, and more of women,
As a native of Knoxville, Tenn., playing for
bars, college basketball. (,<xl and obnoxious forthe Nashville Metros will be a homecoming of
mer sports editors When it's all over, you shake
sorts for the speedy attacker.
hands with The Man and head back out into the
"IPIaying in Tennessee] is definitely an added
monsoon, feeling like The Man is no longer just
bonus," the smiling star said. "1 can't wait for
a sub|ect for a story hut a friend.
that actually."
Before senior Brandon Wright was ever an
It is only fitting that the people who have had
All CAA player or team Offensive MVP or
such an incredible impact on The Man's career to
second-round draft pick, he was a Red Rover.
As a first-grader, Wright led his very first
team, the Red Rovers, to an undefeated season and a league championship. This was
only the beginning.
"I actually had signed him up for t-ball and
Brandon refused to go," Esther Wright, his
mother, said. "He started with soccer because
he felt it would be fun to kick the ball around."
On the field. The Man has never known
anything but success. As a prep star at the
Baylor School, Wright led his team to a state
championship title in 1997, earning MVP
honors along the way. Recruited by more
than 30 colleges coming out of high school.
Wright picked JMU alter meeting with the
coaching staff for more than three hours on
his ujy home from an official visit at the
University of Maryland.
"Coach (Toml Martin met with us without a
scheduled meeting and really treated us very
respectfully," Mrs Wright said. "That said a
lot about the coach and the school."
Despite not becoming a lull lime starter until
his senior year, Wright caused opponents
headaches coming off the bench his sophomore
and junior vears.
"We let the other team deal with other for-

Price named to All-Tournament team

t%
this point will gel to watch in person as he takes
it to the next level. While coaches and teammates
are quick to talk about Wright's soccer skills, it is
Wright's personality that they speak most passionately about.
"Brandon's a great guy with a good personality," junior defender Reggie Rivers said. "He's
funny and pretty loyal, he'd never turn his back
on you."
Placing thanks for his success on faith, it is
ironic that this spiritual, soft-spoken, polite
student-athlete had to go lo a not-so-spiritual place just to find out he had been drafted.
"1 was actually in a bar," Wright said chuckling. "Some guy came up to me and congratulated me. I didn't know what he was talking about
until he told me."
Wright knows where he's going now,
though, and he's got plenty of supporters: From
former coach Martin who said, "he'll be successful wherever he goes," to his
future coach, Nashville head man
Bret Moses who said, "this young
lad will have a bright future in
soccer."
Indeed, all signs point to
this fairy tale coming out J
with a happy ending!
After all. The Man has'
never settled for any-1
thing less.

Dukes poach AU Eagles 18-8
Five unanswered goals begins rout of conference rival American
BY JI I II- DENNIS

contributing writer
JMU women's lacrosse played
an outstanding, fast paced BUM
Saturday on their homo tield
MBUMI CAA compMitOi American
University, coming away with an
18-8 victory. The Dukes, now hold
ing a winning record of 6 3 ovaall
and 2-3 in the CAA, were looking
to come out strong after suffering
tu. I sir.ne.ht l< MM t< I the ( ollege of
William & Mary and George
Mason University
"We really needed to come
out fighting today and prove
that we are a threat in the conference,"'
junior
attacker
McNevin Mollov Mid
The game started slowly for
|MU when American jumped out
to an early 2 0 lead on goals by
Nadia Harmsen and Bridget
McGeady just three and a half
minutes into the contest. The
Eagles were also looking for a
strong game, having lost their last
two conference mat. hM
Despite the discouraging itarl
for the Dukes, they quickly
bounced back and reeled oil a 5 0
run to take a 5 2 lead
Senior attacker Mindy l.eher
said, "The team got off to a slow
start, but we really started playing
for each other and got great
momentum " I eher was a key
player in the win against Amen. ,ni
playing solidly and scoring two

goals for the Dukes.
would score. |MU closed the game
The team was lead in scoring
As halftime approached, the
with a thrilling 7-0 run which
by Dinisio with four goals and
Dukes were still leading with a
brought the closing score to 18-8
Molloy and sophomore Lisa
score of 7-5. Despite the Eagles'
and handed the Eagles their third
Staedl with three goals each. It
two-goal spurt after the Dukes'
straight loss.
was a team effort, though, as nine
scoring run. |MU went into half"The last ten minutes of the
different players scored throughtime with a positive outlook and a
game were incredible," Dinisio
out the course of the game.
lot of enthusiasm.
said. "We played aggressively
The next challenge for the
I nshman midfielder Gail
and full of intensity ... I am very
team will be on Wednesday,
Decker, who added two goals,
proud of how the team came
when JMU hosts the University
said, "We really wanted the ball
together."
of Virginia at 7 pm.
today and it showed in everything. Our momentum just couldn't be stopped and our team
pulled together in a huge way."
This momentum wasevident
in the second half, as JMU led
the rest of the game. The Dukes
jumped ahead 95 within the
first three minutes of play, with
goals by junior captain Knsten
Dinisio and Malloy. American
responded with back-to-back
goals by seniors Ashley Flanigan
and Bridget McGeady to make
the score9-8. but the Dukes tvtla
unstoppable and the excitement
picked up.
"Although American scored
the first two goals, we corrected out mistakes right away
and our midfield attack really
came together," Dinisio said.
"Today's game was also the
first time in awhile that we
worked the fast break."
McGeady s goal, which came
with 16 minutes left in the game,
ROBhUT NATT//*wi rdm*
would be the last the Eagles Junior McNevin Molloy registered a hat trick for JMU In the 18-8 win.

»

Sophomore Shanna Price was
named lo the Women's National
Invitational Tournament All-Tournament Team.
The forward averaged 17.3 points
and 7.5 rebounds in the Dukes' four
WNIT games.
In the tournament Price shot 52.6
percent from the floor and 80 percent from the foul line.
Dukes top Monarchs 9-3
Sophomore right-hander Chris
C mil ran pitched a complete game,
yielding only three runs on nine hits
in a 9-3 JMU win over George Mason
University.
Cochran improved to 5-1 with
the win in which he struck out nine
while only walking one.
Junior second baseman Jason
Cushman went 3 for 4 at the plate,
driving in three runs fo pace the
Dukes.
Senior outfielder Greg Miller
and sophomore shortstop Nathan
Doyle both contributed a pair of
RBIs in the win.

JMU SPORTS
WEEKLY
Monday. Aprj| 2
- Men's golf competes in the
Campbell Invitational in Buies Creek,
N.C
- Women's golf competes in the
Fighting Camel Classic in Buies Creek
N.C.

Tuesday. April 3
- Baseball returns home lo face in-state
rival Radford University al 3 p.m.

Wednesday. Aprj| 4
- The Diamond Dukes lake to the mad
for a match-up with Liberty
University at 3 p.m.
- Lacrosse hosts in-state rival
University of Virginia at 2 p.m. al
Reservoir Street Field.

Friday. April fr
- Men's tennis hosts American
University at 2:30 p.m.
- Baseball hosts a three-game weekend
series against the Tribe of the College
of William & Mary beginning at 3 p.m.

Saturday. April 7
- Women's golf hosts the Lady Dukes
Invitational in Harrisonburg.
- Baseball continues their three game
series against W&M at 1 p.m.

Sunday, April j
- Lacrosse (ravels to College Park,
Md. to take on national champion
University of Maryland at 2 p.m.
- Women's golf wraps up the Lady
Dukes Invitational in Harrisonburg.
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Joy to the world; it's opening day at last
Chances are th.it .is you arc reading this.
I'm skipping class. I just don't have the attention span today.
Instead o( being in a Kee/el classroom, halfway
attempting to process something about an 18thcentury novel, I'll be kicking back in the papasan
in my living room taking in ESPN's coverage of
the happiest day of the year.
No need to check those calenders, Christmas
hasn't been rescheduled for the beginning of April
It's ()pening Day folks
The start of .1 new baseball season brings a
new batch of questions. With a new strike zone, a
new unbalanced schedule and some huge offseason roster moves, this season is certainly no different. Let's dive in and see what father baseball
brought us.
Does the acquisition of Mike
Mussina guarantee the Yankees
their fourth World Series title in as
many years?
The Bronx Bombers' rotation is certainly solid,
but the question is: How much bombing will this
line-up be capable of? The Yankees lacked offensive production from their power positions last
season and will probably do so again this time
around. Chuck Knoblauch's move to left put a
weak hitter in one of those power positions and
opened up a hole at second base, a position that is
not known for offensive production. Steinbrenner
and company lost a key piece of their bullpen
when Jeff Nelson left for Seattle. With all this and
a rotation that features two pitchers in Orlando
Hernandez and Andy Petlite who have had histories of injury problems, the Yankees don't have
anything wrapped up.
Will the umpires call the new
strike zone and what kind of impact
will it have?
There's no way of knowing at this point how
long the new strike zone will be called, if at all. All
we can do is hope that the men in blue stick to
llieiT guni and Oil tha strike /one closer to the way
it was originally interpreted. As far as impact, we
probably won't see much difference in scoring on

an everyday basis because a lot of midrange
pitchers with 90 mph fastballs are going to try to
push a high one past a Jeff Bagwell or a Sammv
Sosa. and they'll pay the price for it Where you
could see a difference is in the strikeout-to-walk
ratios of pitchers like strikeout king Kandy
Johnson. Not even Sosa can catch up to a belthigh fastball if its traveling 101 mph.
Will
the
addition , of
Mike
Hampton turn the Rockies into the
team-to-beat in the West?
The Rockies went out and got a legitimate ace
the only way you're going to lure a pitcher to that
thin air, pay him a lot of money. Last year,
Colorado won more games at home than on the
road despite a considerably higher HRA at Coors
Field. This season the Rockies will win mon1
games on the road because of the improved
pitching rotation which, in addition to \ lampton.
features Denny Neagle. Pedro Astacio and a sur
nrisui^ly solid Brian Bohanon. The key to the
West for Colorado will be whether or not 1-irrv
Walker can return to his 1999 form (.379-37-115)
as the catalyst of that line-up. If he can do that,
and the Rockies' rotation can eat up innings at
Coors Field to keep the bullpen sharp. Colorado
should take the NL West.
Alex Rodriguez joined Pudge in
Texas. Are the Rangers a lock for
October?
The Rangers are the punch line of the winter
as far as I'm concerned. This team will get great
television ratings thanks to all the people who
want to see these six-hour 23-20 debacles, but this
team won't win in October. Texas features ,1 rota
lion that on opening day will send their .xv. Ku k
1 Idling, to the mound. Rick Helling?
John Wetteland won't be available until May
and who knows what he'll bring when he
returns. Texas will pound a lot of teams into submission in the regular season but will fall short of
a postseason appearance thanks to another
league-worst team ERA.
Can the White Sox overcome the
Sirotka fiasco and upset the Tribe
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Undergraduate or graduate cr.dit available!!

Intensive Language Program*
Sevilla, Spain June I June 30
Intensive Spanish Language

again in the AL Central?

How will Seattle react to the loss

This mighl be the toughest race to call. Both
teams rn.ule some >;r«',it additions o\ er the winter. The Chlaox brought In David Wells and
Antonio(launa to improve the rotation and the
bullpen, The Tribe added i'llis Burks and Juan
Gonzalez to make up for the loss of Manny
Ramirez. It's a safe bet thai <. Imago won't get
the same kind of year out of Frank Thomas that
the) did last veal or that they'll get the BUM
kind of breaks that they did last season
Despite what, on the whole, is a weaker pitching staff, look for Cleveland to regain the Al.

of A-Rod?

1 iMpHi .ill tin' talk iboul tha Seattle rotation
.ind its enhanced perforniaiu .■ in Safeco Field, the
Manners last season produced mom ottciw on
the road than division rival Oakland did. A part
of that w.is, of course, dllfl to Rodriguez* but there
.ire still some other pieces here. Any team that
has lil^ar Martinez in the middle of the line up is
in great shape. Martinez, will be joined at the top
of the line-up by Ichihiro Suzuki. The key (>■
Seattle's first post-A-Rut season will be how

Central crown.

NT TEXAS, page IK

BLITZ OVER-EASY

by Seth Casana

TEXAS UNjDERfc-STlAVVT-rS
THE UMSETTLIN/O- EFFECTS
OF OtiE MORE: HETAVV-WEICrMr HI7TE£

'Multicutural

commiTTEe

Madrid, Spain July 1 - July 28
Intensive Spanish Language
Paris. France July 2 - July 31
Intensive French Language

resents

Strasbourg. France July 30 - August 24
Intensive French Language
Florence, Italy July 1 - July 28
with an option f Mend until Auguft 25!
Intensive Italian Language
Ma'an. Jordan July 1 - August 24
Intensive Arabic Language
Study Tours
Belgium. France. Luxembourg June 29 - July 14
War and Society 1914 - 1945
Berlin. Germany June 29 - July 14
The Future of the Past: History. Politics and Culture
Budapest, Hungary July 28 - August 25
Mass Communications: From Censorship to Democracy

"The Joy
Luck Club"

Cambridge. England July 8-28 Plus London week July 28 - August 4
International and Art I listory/ Shakespeare/ Literature/Medieval Studies
Chile And Argentina June 27 -July 11
Education and Culture
China/Tlbct/lnner Mongolia June 29 - July 27
Chinaffibet/Inner Mongolia: What s Behind the Wall?
Czech Republic May 20 - June 23
Politics. Civic Culture, and tlie Environment in Central Europe
Ghana.Africa July24 -August 10
Ghana's Promise
Hawaii June 26 -July II
field Studies In Intercultural Communications
India May 20 -June 22
A Comparative Study of North and South

Wednesday
April 4, 2001
7pm Taylor 404

Ireland July I - July 27
Turning Points in Irish Identity
Oxford, England August 2 August 18
Intensive Pie-Law Seminar
Polynesia July 16 - August 3
Issues In Intercultural Communications
Rotterdam. Netherlands June 15 - June 29
Local and regional Government in Europe
Scotland June21 -July6
National Identity and Politics ofCulluie
I'ictermarit/burg, South Africa June 25 - Aug 4
A New South Afilca

APPLY NOW!!

George Mason
University

Contact: Center for Global Education
Tel: 703-991-2154
http://www.gmu.edu/departments/cge

# Wei In ess *
Passport
Event
FREE FOOD

<&es
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SPORTS

Texas to sink, Oakland to rise in AL West
TEXAS, from page 17
mud) nl a sparkplug khihiro can be at the leadoff

spot for the M's.
Can the Astros possibly be any
worse than they were last season?
No I
every possible break that
could go Houston's way didn't. That won't happen two ytm In \ row to ■ club with this much
talent lose Lima will be interesting to watch
After completely disintegrating last season he
should improve, but will never be the pitcher he
was in 1999 because of how much smaller of a
park Enron Field is The collapse of the Astros last season
began with the collapse of the
bullpen. Thus the player to
watch for Houston is closer
Billy Wagner. He missed most
of last season with elbow
problems and will need to
return to being one of the most
feared closers in the game for
the Astros to contend in the
central, which they will.

to feu in the National League and my pick to
take the East. It'll be a huge lift if Smoltz can
return to the rotation and pitch well Don't
expect to see the Smoltz of old right away, he
hasn t faced ■ batter in a regular season game
•ince 1999.
The Red Sox and the Blue Jays both
made moves to compete in the AL
East. How close will they come?
There's a lot of competition in the AL East.
Unfortunately the Red Sox have disintegrated in spring training with Nomar gone for
a few months, Manny's health in question and

place the Central crown on the arch
right now?
The Cardinals didn't lose much, but they didn't gain much either. The story of the spring is and
will continue to be which Rick Ankiel is the real
one— the dominant southpaw we saw last season
or the Mark Wholers-like wild thing that has surfaced since the playoffs. St. Louis needs him in the
rotation No one else in the central has the pieces
that the Cards do. The Astros will put some pressure on this team but will fall short

Will the new unbalanced schedules
have an impact on division races?

games at Houston's "Ten-Run" Field.

Bob Brenly is one of several broadcasters jumping down to the clubhouse, how successfulwill he be?
Granted you all probably aren't that concerned with what's going to happen with the
Diamondbacks this season, but I'll use Brenly's
broadcaster-to-manager move as an excuse to
talk about my hometown team. Brenly brings
to Arizona's clubhouse what Buck Showalter
never could, a sense of humor. These veterans
are having fun for the first time in a long time,
and that's important. While they should have
gone out and invested in a good young hitter,
they picked up Mark Grace
He's 36 and 2000 was the first
season since 1991 where he
had at least 500 at bats and
didn't get to the .300 mark.
Again there won't be enough
offense in the desert.

Major League Baseball Rankings

American League

Last season the A's
took a small payroll into
the playoffs. Where do
they stand this year?

East

How could anyone dislike
this team? These are the
underdogs and the guys
from the wrong side of the
tracks. Granted they're the
most expensive Softball team
in the country in that their
offensive strategy is walks
and home runs. The addition
of Johnny Damon adds a
sparkplug to an offense that
is already intimidating.
Damon also will play better
defense than Henry Long
did. At the same time you
have possibly the best pair of
young pitchers in the AL in
Tim Hudson and Barry Zito.
This team can do it all and
everyone will be looking up
at them in the West.

1. New York
2. Boston
3. Toro
4. Tamp

West

East
1. Atlanta
2. New York
lorida

5. Balti

elphia

I.Oakland
2. Seattle
3. Texas

I.Cleveland
2. Chicago
3. Kansas City
4. Minnesota
5. Detroit

1. St. Louis

2. Houston
3.
4.
5.
6.

Cincinnati
Chicago
Milwaukee
Pittsburgh

I

"Mams
• Lash & 'Brow "Tinting
• 'Electrolysis

graduation Special
10% OTT
j*j>im5 /«

I don't see how they can't. The Indians will
face the Yankees and Red Sox 18 times while
the White Sox only have to see them 12 times.
While I don't think this is enough to make a
difference in the outcome of the AL Central, it
certainly could make it appear a lot closer
than it actually would be in a balanced schedule. The bigger impact should be on the numbers people put up. Mark McGwire, Sammy
Sosa and Ken Griffey Jr. will all play more

I
'
|

EX

By Appt. Only • 370 Neff Ave. • 433-6270

0X
DpHratp
Delicatessen

433-4090

TODAY

IlKA

Greek Letters Day

*DE

AO

Lunch and music/DJ start at noon.

KA

Greek Dunk Tank

KE

Come by and dunk leaders in the Fraternity/
Sorority Life Community from 1 lam till 3pm
on the JMU Commons. Proceeds benefit:
The Valley Mission, The Blue Ridge Food Bank,
and Valley Voice .

AST

Oet a 10% discount If you order by 4/15/01
2035-51 E. Market St.

Trains Clingenpeel is a junior English major who plans
on spending the money he'
going to win in his NCAA
pool on some of his
speeding tickets.

Lunch on the JMU Commons A2A

Why eat out when you can order In?
Order your graduation platters from ///•
Brooklyn*, the best delicatessen in the 'Burg!
Next to the ABC store

SAE

Men's Health Weeh Events
Monday 4/2:

AT

* 10-lpm, Music and FP-66 giveaway on the
uonnom

Tuesday 4/3:

ZBT

' l»:?0-i:?0pm frrov.n r>ag Lunch with I in 4 men*
group m Taylor 311

' li-lpm. "Hov. to Help a Friend With an Gating
Disorder" brown bag tunth with Michele £avoto p. D
inTaflor 311
* 4-vpm. Health Fair in Uf.CC atrium. pp.lZ.«>
giveaway and FOOD!!!

Friday 4/6:
" 4-1pm. e-aifcetball 3pt Shootout Contest at UF-6£
Unlver»lt, Health tenter Question* tall Tamer
Moumen *Z3i1

Crest Drawing on the Row
Fraternities and Sororities have from 1 pni till
5:30pm to draw their crest on the Row.
Winners will be announced at 7pm.

AX
EN

FIJI
ZTA

Volunteering at the
nKO
Harrisonburg Salvation Army
Fraternity and Sorority members will be
volunteering at the Harrisonburg Salvation Army
starting at 4:30pm.

Wednesday 4/4:

KM

Unfortunately Steinbrenner's
deal with Satan still stands and
we'll see his Yankees in
October again. Cleveland will
regain its Central crown and
Oakland will establish itself as
a dominant team by taking the
junior circuit's West title. The
AL'l Wild Card goes to the
windy city as the White Sox
play in October for the second
year in a row. The National
League East title returns to
Atlanta and the Central stays in
St. Louis. Out West, the Rockies
will climb on top. The Astros
will go from the bottom of the
Central to the playoffs by the
Wild Card. The World Series
will feature Atlanta and
Oakland with the crown
returning to the Bay Area Now
I don't actually believe that
Oakland will get past the
Yankees, but I can't bring
myself to admit that the
Yankees will win a fourth consecutive championship. Denial
is a wonderful thing.

Greek Week 2001

I^KEHECTJONSI

Sponsored b,

Who's making the
playoffs?

BRIAN SHREFFLER / staff artist

People act like this team lost everything Carl Everett's deep-seeded psychological
including Shea Stadium. I still see a strong problems Translation: Maybe next year the
rotation with Al Leiter at the helm. The Mets Babe will stop haunting these guys.
acquired Kevin Appier and Steve Trachsel to
The Blue Jays kept their offense but gave
fill out their starling five. The bullpen will, as up their ace and replaced him with a guy
usual, be one of the toughest in the game. If who has a rotator cuff tear. Translation: Why,
there is a question mark it's offensive produc- oh why didn't the Maple Leafs trade for Eric
tion from the outfield This team will still put Lindros?
pressure on the Braves in the division.
The Cards are bringing a healthy
Despite aging, Atlanta is certainly a team Mark McGwire out ofcamp. Can we

00

West
1. Colorado
2. Arizona
3. San Franciso
4. Los Angeles
5. San Diego

c

4. Anaheim

Can the Mets compete with Atlanta for the
East without Hampton
as their ace?

*

National League

Speaker- Mike McRee
Come listen to Mike McRee speech about
motivation and college excellence. The speaker
is being brought by the Panhellenic Council

KAP

AKA
RGC

Live the Letters
Friendship ' Scholarship ' Service ' Leadership ' Commitment

MONDAY.
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USSLLllElIS
FOR RENT
• 3Bfl, 2.5 bath*. W/D.
. I, new carpel, warn to JMu.
. Available July 1 $750/mo
8700
_ I Townheus* ■ hjrMthad
•*. 2.5 Oaths, swimming, pool.
> Call 434 3790.

Hunter's Ridge 4 BR. 2 Bath • t«o
story lownhouse. end-unit (quiet),
full Kitchen m/ DW. ethernet. W/D.
unit faces Porl Rd . living
room/kitchenette up and down.
$250/mo Available *ug 2001.
kpotfenOnca net or 540 298 1161
2 Bedroom Apartment • year lease,
no pels. $450/mo. 564 1373.
434 3420

, 4. or 5 OH Unlit Available
irnished or unfurnished. Rent
irting at $150/bedroorn. Apo'e
H (state. Inc 540433-9576

1214 Foresthlll • 3 bedroom
towhouse just east of Interstate
Kitchen A lound'y appliances
Fireplace in dining room. $810
Hess A Miller 434 7383.

iMr* I Mr. • t
| ii rent
grou
of
12
or
any
nbma lions, including singles,
II forr Igrew deals on utilities and
* 867 9375.

Large 2 B«
Apart™
lor 20012002. W/D.
A/C.
1.5 bathrooms, Quiet student
compiei. Call 564 2659 or see
www.casrfeproperrycom

|TOU HAVE A CHOICE!
1 Bedroom
Madison Terrace
Hunt-1 a Kldftr

Nags Hn« Student Summer
Rentals - 2 and 3 bedrooms.
252 2556328
2 BR Townhouse • great condition.
very close' w/D. 2001-2002.
*525/mo. 433-1569

Clnifrrbread
.Starring at $350
2 bed room %
Hunters RJdgf

REDUCED
.tRednmm'laHnrMiuv- -\U»IM
J S hatht. pnvjiif Jeik. fumivhcil.
don, cihrmci' SuniM HTftiatli

Madison Manor
Madison Tenure
Starting at $212.50

uut i i i>...ih i'i«.
lav J—InlJ.k

:A

3 Bedroom*
Mud i son Manor

luiirhrd. no* ..imet

Duke Gardens

432-f9tJ

Madison Gardens
MAdlson Terrace
Madison Square

J-M
APARTMENTS

University Plare
SlaiHitg al $ 175

4 >x NMMi. Anytime!
2001 - 2003

Room lor Rent at Stone Qate
$290/mo. Call Jack* at 442 4496
Hunters Ridge Tewnhoute
furnished. 2 BR units, kitchen
•260/bedroom. 703 737-0103
■ Owners want to H*
The* properues for 2001V ■
6 & 8 BR houses and
available with rooms S175 See mvwcasMtpri'
5642659
Overbuilt
Market
Moans
Great Savings lor You • See
www casr'eprc-perr> corn for houses
witn rooms starting at il'5 Cai

S| 4 21 ' *
Almost New 1 BR Apartments
e»cellent condition, stove, rtf..
W/D. some witn dishwashers
Available 8/17/01 S400-425
No pets. 4331569
3 Bedroom House - good condition
W/D.
available
8/17/01
*675/mo.. 4331569.
Mt. View Drive TH • 5 BR.
furnished, walking distance.
tlBO/month. 1 vear lease 18/018/02). W/D. 703450-5008
Large 2.8 Story House • big rooms.
nardwood Moors. 3 4 8R. 2 bath,
off street parking. N. High St.
Available Aug
1. S875/mo
4333395
4 Bedroom House - ? kitchens. 2
both, 65 W. Fairview Laundry
appliances. DSL. August 2001.
Items, deposit S920/mo. 4330984.
1 BK Available In Squire Mill
S285*utilrties. Call 246-2449

FOR SALE
•eavey S1S0 Half Stack • S450
obo. Call Amir. 433-9802 or
408-3933732
Honda Otl Sol - white. 1994.
convertible lop. perfect condition.
Iimborvine. 540896 5320.
Kegorater KHs, Tape - Beer /wine
making.
Bluestone
Cellars,
downtown. 432-6799
Reggae Roots Wear. Roc i roll
collectibles/memorabilia, hemp
accessones/jewelry. stained glass
art, conscientious tshlus/poslers.
Batik tapestries, mcences. oil,
imported wood work. Majestic
imports ■ downtown 52 E Market.
442-6728.
IS** Pentlec Grand Prli
.' at
*«c cond.. Black & beautiful Lady
owned $8250 firm 540396 3590
before 11 a.m.. after 10 p.m.
Check Out our Sensational 70's
Rack! Gift & Thrift. 227 N. Ma*n.
Grey ChMchWa • mpajm SUO
last chance! Call Rob. 4330632
ItM Pentlae Qrand Rrlx SI •
black, eic. cond, loaded power
everything, low miles. This is one
beautiful sporty vehicle. Sacrifice
S8250 540396-3590 Before 11
a.m.. after 10pm.
Tasteful I rntvun-. by (^xrgi

p|g in home pamirt
Lingerie, lotions, «m.
laughter A fun
M.-MW. •ewUk. Bwl ■•« far AuewM!

Mountain View Height*
Ethernet Available.'

Hunters Ridge
Madison Manor
University PafeM

1 BR Apl SUIVmo
2KK4.pl. S4(MVmo

University Court
College St.iiiun

or $?()0/r«n.on
3KRApl. S5IIVmo

FON Hill
Country Club Court
Start Vig of 5173

or S17(VpCMnn
4KRApl. $72flfmo
orSIHO/penon

Hunters Kldge Loft
Starting of $275

Onrirfihrt-hMrtl ..*.)*■•<•<■» )W|-

Kline Realty hupcrty
Management

I*rge Selection

1

The guml jpuflmrr

of Houses!

so come by und *ee us'

Punkbouaer ft Aaaoclatea
IToperty Management. loc.

Visit us al:
www.efw.com/-renl

*\fB%runktiou*ert*anai/m*T\lctm

A.., •We Ofl-Cei
Ing- 2
and 3 story townhousos. 4 5
bedroom house Some with free
ethernet. for listings, floor plans
and locations, contact University
Realty. 434-4444 unvrffydrfete.rwr
www unrveYSrry/eafb/com/kxvK-ons
p RaM Su
NaMa 1^5
rooms available May Aug 7 blocks
horn campus. Call 442 1800.
1204 Mtn. View - 46fl. .,.<>.■.. n-ii.
W/D. DW, garbage disposal, AC.
furnished. 2 bathe, waftmg distance,
new carpet $250/mo. 8679375
Harrison M. • walking distance. 4
BR. W/D. DW. garbage disposal,
newly renovated. $250/mo
8679375

mammaG79aot.com

HELP WANTED
Horlioncamps.com = Summer
Joa/lntemerwp - 5 great children's
summer camps in NY. ME. PA
and WV seek general counselors,
group readers, activity nstructors. AH
camps ftaye remarkable waterfront
BCllvltlBS including canoeing.
kayaking, sailing, windsurfing,
watersknng. wake boarding,knee
boarding and swimming. Benefits
ornd internships, training, salary.
accommodation, food, laundry.
travel
allowance.
Apply
at
www.homoncBmps.com or call
1

| 8 0844844a

Be Part of History! Sunchase is
doing their first turnover this
summer if you like to- be very
busy, pay aim to details. e*cei
in hectic and varied work
environments follow up on the
work you had scheduled and don't
mind piichng m a hand when extra
help is needed, the help us make it
happen! Excellent pay and bonus
plan Call Eiiery for details or come
by the Sunchase office and fill out
an application 4424800. ECO
Fraternities, Sororities, Clubs.
Student groups • Earn $1000
$2000 this semester with (he easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraismg event
No sales
required. Fundraismg dates are
filling quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundraiser.com
at
888 923 3238
or
visll
www campusfundf *ser. com.
Help Wanted - EaVB lp td
$500/week assembling products
at home. No experience, info
504-6481700. Dept. VA-4606
Work Out*** IhM Summer i.i Nova
Paint houses, work on tan. all
traevmg provided. S810/hr. Contact
Nrbn. 888556-7139.
Valley Pool Co. - is hiring summer
retail sales help Great hours. Apply
at 185 Neff Ave , Harnsonburg. VA
4332762
Ufn^aroa/Ofawaters/Biawanssors Now hiring Nova areas! Minimum of
$7 25. Apply online or Call 877 SEE
POOL www pvrmerenlerppnsesax com
Summer Employment at the
Center
for
Instructional
Technology • The ClT is looking for
an individual to work May through
Aug . 35 40 hrs/week for a
competitive
hourly
wage
commensurate with eipenence
Must be an expert In FLASH 5 0
and have sound knowledge of
Dreamweaver, graphic design.
Microsoft Office suite and HTML
Primary responsibility will be to
assist Instructional Technologist m
development of several projects.
Must be responsible, punctual and
work wen in a team atmosphere.
Send resume and a list of three
references 'o Julia Haroeck, Center
for
Instructional
Technology.
22 Carrier Ltnry. MSC 1702. James
Madison Unrversity. Harnsonburg
VA 22807 Position open until filled.
$1500 Weekly Potential • mailing
our circulars. Free information. Call
202452 5901

Put Your Computer to Work . $982
5.947/mo. PT/FT. full training
provided. 1-800 56703166 or
www wfhonftn».com 10*2752
•1 People Wanted • to lose up to 30
lbs, next 30 days! Natural,
guaranteed. Or recommended
1800934-1390 or wwwiDsoff.oom
10*2752

Lifeguards - Massanotta Springs
pfe incB
tdi
lifeguards
May Labor
Day
Supervisor. 2 guards, pay. Shift
meals, fun Bring certification,
apply m person. 712 Massanetta
Springs Road. 434 3829.

WANTED

Mr. Gertie • is Currently looking for
piua perfect employees We need
people for m store. Gatliland &
delivery. Call 4330606. MF

Roommate Wanted - $259/mo
including free Ethernet cable and
local telephone. Please call Mike
at 43*3835.

Helper/Labor
Summer
employment available at local
moving companies m Richmond.
VA and Norfolk. VA. PT positions
with great opportunity to earn
overtime. Monetary bonuses
available if you work the entire
summer' Jom our team loading
and unloading trucks, assisting in
our warehouse and/or working
on commercial office moves Apply
at
8030 Whitepme
Road..
Richmond. VA 23237. 804 271
0500 or 130 S Military Hwy . 757
■:r i MHK-H

Roommate/ Roommates • to share
huge townhouse for summer. Grad
student preferred Pet friendly. Cat
Afyssa. 4330523

TRAVEL OUT WEST!
Southwestern Co.
Summer liidTiiship

Roommate Wanted • $285/mo
Great location and perksl Call
Lance at 4320600

or anf*j0w0e*eo< com
Summer at the Beach*
roommates interested m living in a
nice, fully furnished house Wealed
m Nag's Head, NC. ocean hont.CaH
Mace or Chns to inquire. 4424102.

SERVICES

E.xtellcnt cxpencrkc AmajM
fina summer $7,000 Only selecting
independent & thorp Uudcnls
I >>r InfWnuitlun call 44I-W.U.

Resum4sl Looking for a job or
internship'* Vou need a resume
uniored to setl your strengths and
capabilities. 804 979 7999 or
cvelrevB«urau4>vehoo com.

Bes( Summer Job

NOTICE

You*ll Ever Have!

unre infuftnmmn anj

It |i much Maine Mimmer mmp

nuance rcgafihna ihc
Ml'..l|. II. Il 1.11.111. Ill,

(or boy* *eck* counselno to

opportunity i

inuruct either basketball, lennu.

Ihr Better Buuocu Bureau. It.

lacrmie, baseball, hockey, golf,

mm) mi

««ccer. hiking, ropes course.
archery, swimming, boiling.
v. jicrskung. arti A crafts.
photography, video, mustc fune
21 August 18
Highest camp salaries, plus
travel, room, board, laundry
service, internship credit.
Great facilities, terrific people
and heauuful lake-fnmi MBlS|

Place Tour Classified
Ad in The Breeze!
Come to ihc basement of
Anthony Seegcr Hall
$250 lot the fiisl 10 nottis

nrsponsihle rule nmdrl* w he

COO for each additional
10 vwrds

cn|i»]i uorking wilh children

' Kiy tn Alwrtt b>' cash 01 chcdt

We seek fun, dynamic.

Call 4I0-.U7.%97 or e-mail

campskylemarVcol.com

568-6127

Recycle this Breeze
NO GIMMICKS
Just The

BEST PRICES & MOST CHOICES
Hunters Ridge

Madison Manor

Mountain View

Duke Gardens

ii'.:

i4b,
»»

I-ABBBV.?

-1,2,3,4, &5
Bedrooms
-Now Adjoining
JMU

2 & 3 Bedrooms
w/ Fireplaces

Variety of Homes

L"^asgTj

Variety of
Town homes

FUNKHOUSER
& ASSOCIATES
Property Management, Inc.

-.''Ifattk

The LARGEST
4 Bedroom Suites

Madison Gardens

Madison Square

3 Bedrooms
w/ 3 Private Decks

3 Bedroom
Townhomes
University Place

3 Bedrooms
& WetBar

Madison Terrace

W

1,2, & 3 Bedrooms

JX Gingerbread House

3 & 4 Bedrooms

434-5150
www.OffCampusHousing.com
info^FunkhouserManagement.com

1-4 Bedrooms
in Historic Home

t=j

/4
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Time is
unning Out
(there's only a
few spaces left!)

Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and
best in off-campus housing! Sign a lease with The
Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you
will get FREE local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and
FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!

The Commons
1068 N Lois Lane

431-0600
www.lbjlimited.com

Stone Gate

Office Hours
Mon-Fri 9 301-5:30 pm
Sat ioam-4pm
Sun Noon-4pm

